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Kept Alive For 72 Hours

FOOD SERVICES:
The Other Side

NEW KIDNEY DISCOVERY
A team of researchers, headed
by Dr. F.O. Belzer, Assistant
Professor of Surgery at the Uni-

versity of California San Francisco Medical Center, has succeeded in preserving kidneys out-

Students Seek Voice
In Academic Senate
Last week, Denis Michaud, negation at worst."
The following is the text of his
president of ASUCMC, addressed
the San Francisco Chapter of the speech to the Academic Senate.
Academic Senate. He requested "Dr. Forsham And Members Of
that the students of the Mcd Cenallowed to actively participate in Academic Senate Committer be

The San Francisco Academic
Senate:

side the body for as long as 72
One of the most widely discusshours. The kidneys are "kept
alive" on a special pump develop- ed topics at the Medical Center
ed by Dr. Belzer and his as- is the food and food services of
Millberry Union. Students have
sociates.

Although the goal is to preserve
kidneys and other organs for longer
periods of time, short
term
preservation is a major contribution to transplantation.
"While the kidney is on the per-

-

fusion machine," said Dr. Belzer, "a constant supply of human
plasma, fortified with hormones
and other substances, is pumped
through it. The kidney functions as
it would in the body and produces
urine.

frequently written letters to the
SYNAPSE complaining about the
food served in the cafeteria.

The SYNAPSE staff submitted
a series of questions to Mr. War-

fen Spillane, the new food services manager, for his comments
and explanations on various problems and complaints. The purpose
of this was to give the student
the opportunity of seeing the other
side of the story —the problems
involved in food services, and the
efforts being made to improve
these services.

ager

of Food Services for

Millberry Union upon arrival
last May was one of re-organization of the whole department. 1 arrived just prior
to the finish of the Spring

Quarter; while this gave me
some small time to observe
conditions it was not long
enough to allow me to institute any meaningful change.

The summer period while useful to me as an interium
period allowing me personally
to adjust to a new situation
and to become acquainted with
the complexities of the University system was not par-

"Improved preservation techThat I should be here today preticularly meaningful to nic
niques," he explained, "will perMichaud cited examples of two senting a case for student particiin terms of being able to
mit transplantation to be an elecU.C. campuses where this request pation and inclusion on certain tive, rather than emergency, proevaluate the problems which
has already been granted. Students Academic Senate Committees at cedure. The additional time will
arise when the entire student
served on committees concerned UCMC is, at least to me, an abpopulation is present and using
also allow matching of donor and
with Educational and Library Poli- surdity. Perhaps such a situation recipient by tissue typing. Unrelathe facilities. So in fact it was
cies, Academic Freedom, and Bud- is partly due to a former apathy ted donors who are proved comnot until the resumption of
get-Interdepartmental Relations. on the part of students, but more patible by tissue typing are probclasses in October that any
Michaud stated that requests of to the point I, think it reflects
meaningful quest to find direcably as successful as donors who
the professional students of the the all too prevalent attitude among are related to therecipient. Today,
tion was truly possible.
Medical Center receive less con- many educators that the University patients waiting to receive an unQUESTION: What sort of things
sideration by the Academic Sen- community is ma d c up of the
related donor kidney must be on
have you done to alleviate the
ate than undergraduate students at "haves," composed of the faculty
constant standby in the hospital
existing problems, and what
and administrators, and the "haveother U.C. campuses.
sometimes for weeks. Hownew
plans have been initiated.
the
stuQuoting from his speech of Jan- nots" which are naturally
ever, with the pump to maintain QUESTION: What were the prob(i.e. things like quality and
uary 11, 196ft, Pres. Michaud re- dents. This attitude I could underthe organ, recipients will be able
lems of the cafeteria and food
quantity of food, new dishes,
marks that "our requests for in- stand at a Junior College or some
to wait at home until the correctly
etc.)
service when you first came
of
our
more
degeographically
clusion on certain Senate commitmatched kidney is available."
\NSWER: Internally a completely
to U.C.M.C?
tees are greeted with a patronizing prived institutions, but here at the
Long term preservation and or- ANSWER: The most immediate
new system of controls have
attitude at best and a complete
See page 16
problem facing me as ManSee page 17
See page 17
tees.
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A MESSAGE FROM
THE STUDENT BODY
PRESIDENT
The following statement of position on marijuana was adopted by
the ASUCMC Assembly at their January 4, 1968 meeting. The statement essentially makes two conclusions. First, marijuana is not a
narcotic and therefore to consider users of marijuana as narcotics
offenders is unjustified. Secondly, and most important, that before
considering marijuana's legalization, scientific research, now hindered by archaic legal road-blocks, should be done on the widest
possible scale.
Denis J. Michaud
President ASUCMC

Magzine)

ASUCMC Marijuana Statement
The controversy over this multi-drug system falls into two categories: 1). Is the present legal attitude towards users appropriate?
2). Should marijuana be legalized?
The facts have never supported and do not support the classification of marijuana as a narcotic agent any more than tobacco or alcohol are so classified. There is therefore no justification for treating users of marijuana as felons. We conclude that this legal injustice should be reversed as soon as possible.
The possible legalization if marijuana is a separate question which
should be weighed with the following consideration in mind. As a consequence of a restrictive Federal Marijuana Law coupled with prohibitive State laws, American science has been largely prevented
from doing any research with the drug since 1940. The data from
earlier work and sporadic research in other countries has been
mostly from acute studies rather than long term chronic studies.
Since tliis is a potential recreational drug, the usage of which, if legalized, may become as widespread as tobacco or alcohol, it is precisely the long term data which we would like to have.
Since 1940 we have realized that there is a health hazard from
tobacco smoking and have also become aware that many drugs can
cause chromosome damage, it is safe to say that any chemical is
toxic in sufficient excess. Since we now have the technology and
bitter experience of what to look for, it seems desirable that we
quantitate the level of excess and define the nature of the toxicity
before we plunge into what could be an irreversible experiment on
ourselves.
In the context of a mind drug, psychological and social scientific
studies would also appear necessary to establish whether or not the
drug will have a net predictable effect on our sociopolitical system,
and whether such an effect would be desirable or undesirable.
research were lifted, this date could
Lf the legal structures on
be obtained in the space of a very few years. We would then be in a
position to know what we are considering in this question of legalization of marijuana usage.
Our conclusion is that the resources of science should be brought
to bear on marijuana as soon as possible, and without further hindrance so that we will have a real basis for making an intelligent
decision as to its legalization.
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LETTERS to the EDITOR
Marijuana???
Editor:

Regarding the article in the
December
SYNAPSE, Denis
Michaud gives a position statement on marijuana that seems to
be gaining favor, particularly with
the younger set. Immediately,
those who agree with the statement
become "progressive, farsighted, introspective, etc." It
seems difficult to oppose the proposal. Indeed, to do so invites
ridicule. But to me, there seem
to be inconsistencies.
One of the prime arguments is
that tobacco and alcohol are as
harmful as marijuana, if not more
so. In fact, the statement says
that these are classed as narcotic agents, a fact of which I was
I unaware, at lease in regard to
tobacco.
No one can argue that the two
are not harmful. But the facts are
that tobacco is meeting with increasing pressure, andalcoholhas
been illegalized in the past. Of
course, we found that alcohol was
a problem, not a pleasure, so we
had to backtrack to try to find a

easier. But it seems an odd way
a drug
that is, to
encourage popular usage while
How many other
getting data.
products have been treated this
way?
The statement admits there is
no real evidence to support legalization. One would agree that
marijuana is not consideredaddictive. But isn't it habit forming?
Like smoking. And isn't it considered to create emotional dependency? So, while marijuana
isn't "bad for you", it does create
problems, doesn't it? Would you
care to see a nation of marijuanasmoking drivers? I wonder how
many parents of small children
would. And isn't it the introduction
to a whole range of mind-affecting
drugs, many of which are dangerous? And although using marijuana
won't necessarily lead to usage
of the stronger drugs give us an
honest opinion aren't thechances
greater for a marijuana user?
Assuming for a moment that you
have children, you might help them
learn to cope with alcohol. Would
you so readily offer them hallucinogenic drugs? Consider this
to research

-

- -

also.

What if marijuana were

me the only portion that can be
supported. That is, the resources
of science should be brought to
bear on marijuana so that we will
have a real basis for making an
intelligent decision as to its legalization.
Gene Schacht
4th Year Dentistry

P.S. I thought the timing of the
proposal was rather adroit for
the proponents. Publication came

just before finals week, which was
followed by Christmas vacation.
The statement was due for a vote
on January 4th.

People-to-People
Editor:
The People-to-People organization which sponsored my tour
through South East Asia and Vietnam last summer has written me
a letter asking for names of interested students for proposed
trips this next summer. An information sheet has been posted,
along with a sign-up sheet, on the
door of Room 249MU, theASUCMC
office". All interested students are
invited to sign up and/or contact
me either Wednesday or Thursday afternoons.
Denis J. Michaud
President, ASUCMC

better solution.
legalized? Then, supposing reAt any rate, isn't the argument
search showed that this was an
that It's safer than alcohol or
erroneous action, what is the next
tobacco rather a negative one? Why
Mendicine.
move?
tell us there's nothing wrong with
some merit
However, I find
it? Tell us what's right with It.
Technical Assistants Karen Henzi, Mary Heth Taylor, Mary Scott, Walt
in the statement. This Is in the
Long,
Curol
Hens,
Phyllis
Then, if the data warrants, let's last paragraph, and It seems to
Prowell Id.w.) Edith Havard, Patricia
make a considered decision.
Miller,
I The statement argues that mariThe Editorial Staff of the SYNAPSE welcomes all comments and
'red Cahen juana should be legalized to pave
Publications Assistant
Milanna Nickliss
discussion
of not only that which appears in this newspaper, but also
Advisors
the way for research efforts. I'm
student
editorany
topic
are
of
the
eoitor
and/or
of
of interest to the Medical Center community. The exSYNAPSE
those
Opinions expressed in the
rather surprised that any student
do not necessarily represent the views of
change of ideas and viewpoints is vital to the existence of a balanced,
ial staff unless otherwise indicated, and
would promote that sort of view.
or of the Student Body as a whole.
the University, or of the student governments,
representative, and stimulating newspaper.
The drug should be researched.
Please address any "Letters to the Editor" to the SYNAF>SE,
Co.
Quinn
Printed in the plant of the Howard
And there are means available.
Desk, first floor of Millberry Union.
Central
298 Alabama Street, MArket 1 -3750
Perhaps the way should be made

,
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By Barbara Britts

UNION BOARD

By Patricia Brothers

The ASUCMC's experimentation
with a humanities course during
the fall quarter indicated that many
on the campus were hungry for

Today, we are continually confronted with terms such as alienation, degredation and disintegration of the individual. Nowhere
more than in times of illness do
these terms apply. It is at this
time that the individual is stripped
of his defenses, his place in life,
his identity. He is confronted with
the stark reality of his mortality;
the fact that he no longer has
control of his own destiny.
And into whose hands has his
destiny fallen? Ours. It is the
role of health scientists to ascertain the nature of his illness,
the probability of its cure and
the way in which his destiny might
be returned to him, intact. It is
the duty of health sciences to help
every man to reach his "optimal
level of wellness".
Such a deal! There is an aphorism somewhere that says "A man
cannot help another until he can
help himself." Being in charge of
one's self is ominous enough, but
assuming that responsibility for
others calls for "no messing around". Help is required. The obvious resource is other health
sciences. If health science can be
analogous to the individual for
a moment. It too, needs to reach
a high level of wellness in order
to continue its function; helping
others. If health science has been
alienated from itself by fragmenta-

more of the same to please their
cultural pallates. The ASUCMC,
always quick to diagnose the hungry mind and deprived soul, has provided a bit of variety for the winter and spring quarters, a choice,
that is, for the discriminating
pallate. The winter and spring
quarters will therefore not only
include those detailed and highly
specific excursions into the
sciences of whatever school to
which you happen to belong, but

will also include two non-credit

humanities courses.
One course is in poetry, but
this is poetry as you have never
heard it or read it before. Lead
by Dr. MarkLinenthal of San Francisco State College, the finer and
more subtle points of language
burst forth in a splendor of wit

and satire, wonder and terror,
joy and etc, etc., etc., The course
is quite hang loose. Come to one
or all the sessions. JUST FOR
FUN.
The other course is in drama
and Includes both a performance
and lecture series. The performance part of the course will be
a number of plays presented by
the A.C.T. at a specially reduced
price to a student group of twenty-five or more. The studentprice
is $2.00 a performance for reserved seats. Sign ups for the plays
are to be a week and a half in
advance and money may be paid
at 245 Millberry Union. Sign ups
will be posted on a Monday, two
weeks before the intended performance, and will run for three days.
Tickets may be picked up the

"Student Power" in Action

WE'RE
ALL
SICK
"unltism" (defined as units operating as a system, aware of
and using all units to perpetuate
the system and at the same time
remaining unique units). The concept of the Health Team embodies
unitism. An earnest manifestation
of this force can be seen in the
struggle for an interdisciplinary
course on this campus. This
course is based on the supposition
that despite the myriad things imposed to keep us apart, we have
a great deal to give and take
from each other (meaning each
school) in order to reach our optimum as a whole. The philosophy
of the course is to foster better
communication between health professionals and personnel In allied
health professions and focus realistically on the Health Team. It
would introduce the health students
of all disciplines (including Dentistry) to an orientation of "Total

Patitnt.Care". It would consider
some of the issues in our communities and society which are
integrally related to health and
are not now Included in traditional
curricula of the professional
schools. It is an effort to adjust
the health sciences curricula of
the Medical Center to the continually changing emphasis and
orientations of health sciences and
services. (As Blake points out,

"Except poison from the standing
tion and compartmentalization it water.").
Therefore, if we are to stop
is not operating at its optimum
potential; nor can it help anyone "messing around" with the destiny
else operate at their optimal po- of the patient, be it either the in-

-

Pictured above are the 1967-68 service. It is hoped that this prosof the BOARD OF GOV- pect can be fully developed in time tential.
members
|
dividual or health science, we
the Guy S. Millberry for the 1968-69 ski season. In the
There is a force at UCMC op- cannot afford NOT to demand such
| Union. Policy/making agency for interim, an agreement was secured erating to combat this illness; a course as a step toward attain| the Union, this student-dominated from Sierra Ski Enterprises to perhaps this force can be called ing our own health.
| group held Its second of five sched- extend a 10% rental discount to
following Monday in 245 Millberry
meetings on November 30. all students from the Medical Cen-

Union.
The lecture part of the course
will follow on Monday evenings
after the performance and will be
presented by Dr. William Oliver
of Berkeley. It is not mandatory
that both parts of the course be
attended. Enjoy what you want to
enjoy. That is the point.
Every Monday night will offer
the unsated and temporarily impoverished student a new opportunity to tantalize and/or satisfy
one (at least one) of his extra
curricular appetites. The poetry
course meets every other Monday
at 7:30 P.M. in the Faculty Club
starting January 8, 1968. The drama course meets on the alternate
Mondays also at 7:30 P.M. in the
Faculty Club. The plays will be
the Sunday's immediately prior
to the drama course meetings. A
schedule of performancea will be
posted on the door of 249 Millberry Union.
Question? Call: Patricia Brother, 221-4693, Tony Allina; 661-8818.

|ERNORS,
|uled

§ (They will meet again on January ter Campus.
ADOPTED anew,comprehensive
125.) Led by Chairman Albert Landfucci, Dentistry, 168, the Board 13-point policy ..establishing reg| took these actions at its last gath- ulations and controls for those
events held In the Union where
| ering:
"special
beverages" have been
1 HEARD a report that a sauna
for
approved
serving.
be
the
in
soon
installed
fbath will
APPOINTED Brian Johnston,
| men's locker room. Purchase and
| installation costs of the sauna to Medicine, 169, to chair a special
§be offset by a special towel rental Food Services Study Committee.
The Committee will hold its first
1charge.
| REFERRED to the Program meeting on 9 January, and will
1Council problems relating to "ac- review prices, quality, and recent
tivity stipends" in the light of developments In Mulberry's Food
| depleted federal work-study funds. Services Department,
At their third meeting of the
FORMED a special study com|mittee (to be chaired by Campus year, it appears that the follow|Business Manager S. C. Bateman) ing items will highlight the Board's
land charged the group with for- agenda:
SPECIAL REPORTS from the
| mulatlng recommendationsregardling possible and gradual Increases By-Laws, Student Fee, and Food
fin the Union membership fee. The Services Committees.
the
I intent of such a plan, if adopted, FINANCIAL REVIEW Of
lis to avoid Infrequent but substan- six months of the current (1967fiscal year.
tial fee increases, and to instead, -68)ANALYSIS
of the make-up of
Ikeep pace with the "inflationary
the
with
special reference
Board,
|spiral."
Nursing
those
the
Graduate
in
the
to
regular
DirecACCEPTED
ftor's report, tenderedby R. Alex- curriculum.
jjander, which Included mention of Following the 25 January meet| the installation of a color tele- ing, two additional sessions will
on 4 April and on 23
the Main Lounge. be held
vision set inexpected
during the May. Nominations for officers
i(installation
will begin with the 4 April meeting,
|Winter Quarter).
with elections held at the final
possibility
the
of
a
REVIEWED
I Union operated ski rental/sales gathering in late May.

-

-

-

-

-

WHERE IN THE WORLD
IS ED BRAWLEY?
He's moved his skin-diving school to a
new location in San Mateo

WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT IT?
His chalet-style shop is just 20 minutes from San
Francisco on U.S. 101. Unlimited parking —no
more space race. Heated pool can be used anytime of day. The same quality equipment to buy
air to spare. Experienced Scuba inor rent
structors. Follow-up ocean courses.

...

Call DID-DIVE (343-3483) or come to
514S0 o BAYSH0RE BLVD.

-

-

SKIN DIVING SCHOOL
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THE HEALTH OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES
BY TOM LEVIN, Ph.D.
Albert Einstein College Of Medicine
The provision of health service delivery at the existing national level, allowing
for predicted population growth and anticipated increased demand, cannot be met
without significant expansion of the education of health professionals.
While there is a wide recognition of this problem, the present approaches to
education of health manpower promise to perpetuate significant human deprivation concommitant to a health profession dominatedby guild, class and hierarchy
considerations.
New approaches to development of health professionals are needed to fulfill
enlightened and humanist goals of health education and health services. The following 10 points are presented as a minimum program for health manpower
development.

Ten Point Program To Abolish Class and Guild Barriers
I. Health manpowered needs at present and in the future must be directed
toward elevation rather than maintenance of our present level of health services.
The level of American infant mortality, life expectancy, etc. indicates that we
lag far behind even our present potential of health sciences to provide health
services. Manpower and education plans must be directed toward the attainment
of maximum health rights rather than minimal health needs.
11. Increased education of health workers does not insure increased health
personnel or health services directed toward the alteration of the present gross
inequities in the health care available to disadvantaged groups. The education of
health workers must be directed toward the distribution of health manpower to
serve the poor, minority groups and the rural and ghetto medical isolates. This
requires special incentives to insure redistribution of health personnel and altered curriculum and role concepts to equip health teams for health service
delivery models particularly applicable to disadvantaged groups.
111. The present and increased participation of disadvantaged groups as recipients of health services must be coupled with opportunity of minority groups
to achieve full professional status on all levels of the health professions. Preferential admission and scholarships as well as continuing supportive services
must be made available to members of disadvantaged socio-economic communities entering the health professions.
IV. The under-utility of human resources at the lower echelon of health workers and the irrational use of expensively trainedphysician skills, results in adequate performance and defection from health employment of many health workers, as well as inefficient and inappropriate use of physician skills.
Health roles and health education on all levels must emphasize the fullest
utility of skills for all members of the health team with an effective and rational
■>'
sharing of responsibilities.
disparities
economic
within thehealth professions (with
gross
The
and
status
V.
minority groups largely confined to low skill and low pay jobs) require elimination of the present hierarchal system of health manpower. All workers entering the health system must be afforded opportunity for economic and professional
advancement within the system,
VI. Attempts to fill "crises" gap in physician and nursing manpower through
professional imperialism, (i.e., through depletion of world health manpower by
employment of foreign professionals for low pay health position) must be halted
and replaced by education ofincreased numbers of American health workers. Provision must be made for excellent exchange training opportunities between all
nations.
VII. Enlightened and effective use of health services by communities requires full participating of the community in the planning and decision making
bodies of health facilities; full participation of the recipients of health services
in the development and decision making of health education institutions is
equally mandatory.
The governing bodies and the admission committees of all health schools must
have adequate representation from outside the medical hierarchy if education
of health professionals and provision of health services are to be responsive
to the community needs.
VIIL Present health educational structures emphasize the discontinuity of
health professions and provide little or no opportunity for health workers to
utilize common elements of skills and education to achieve vertical mobility
in the health field. Education and skill acquisition (below M.D.) is concumulative
and narrowly directed toward terminal career goals (viz. Aide education limited in application to LPN, LPN to RN, RN to M.D.). This approach to education
of health workers perpetuates the guild system within the health services. Further, it restricts disadvantaged peoples opportunities to achieve the status and
economic gain associated with professional graduate education. Modelsof education for health workers must be provided to permit socio-economic disadvantaged
groups to enter the health field will full opportunity for upward mobility. The
new models must emphasize the continuity of health education as a natural companion to our shared body of common skills and common commitment.
IX. Education of health professionals, to meet the needs of an Increasing
complex and sophisticated health science and health delivery system must
develop new educational systems and methods. Increased attention to the
social and economic considerations must be Integrated into the planning of
structure, curriculum and the curriculum content itself of health education.
While increased attention to seminars in the economic and social aspects
of "Public Health" at all levels of education are necessary, fundamental innovation is required. Service of all health students in teams within community itself
To Page 19

BY BARBARA BRITTS
Come gather round people wherever you roam
And admit that the waters around your head groan
And accept it that soon you'll be drenched to the bone.
If your time to you is worth saving
Then you better start swimming or you'll sink like a stone
For the times, they are a-changing.
Dylan
This mood, which has been sweeping the nation, is finally seeping into UCMC. We
have been confronted with the crisis of the health professions which stems from inefficient education and insufficient manpower to be coupled with advancing medical
technology in combatting the massive health problems of our society. That the crisis
exists is obvious, the resolution is not so obvious. However, attempts must be made
by every health professional (Yep, things are that bad).
Things are happening here. For me, the most significant change on this campus
has been increased student involvement in attempting to meet the crisis, rather than
remaining in blissful oblivion until they are slapped in the face by the rest of the
world (which isn't too far offl). Students are no longer satisfied with traditional
curricula of the cement and steel towers. The first day of orientation, they are given
a fleeting glimpse of the "Health Team." A glimpse is not enough, they are demanding the actualization of the health team; interdisciplinary courses on campus, the
health team in the community. Several students are doing independent studies on
how this approach can be implemented at earlier stages of training such as second
year students from all schools in ambulatory medicine.

-

This quarter has brought a new institution to the campus that of a Community
service Organization, fashioned after the Philip Brooks House of Harvard. Students
have found a great <need to find meaning in what they are learning (that meaning
not being yet supplied by the schools) -they are finding the meaning in the community.
Patient advocacy, tutoring, and recruitment appear to be the avenues of the present.
The Community Service Organization, instigated by the Dean of Students, Ted
Swenson, is to provide the organization by which these interests can be efficiently
implemented and continued. This organization, having members from the students
and faculties of all schools, puts the health team into a realistic context. It also
furnishes a channel of communications for students andfaculties of all schools (which
has been non-existed in the past). Such a panacea certainly deserves the active support of the entire campus.
Students, as well as faculty, have taken it upon themselves to look at the manpower crisis of the health sciences. This problem is of such vital importance that
it deserves further elaboration: Members of various groups on this campus have
been interested in the problems of health care and health services among the urban
poor and minority groups. The fact that there is a disproportionately low
number of disadvantaged youth, especially minority group members, entering health
professions immediately presents itself. Even a surface examination of the system of educational preparation for the health professionals suggests that special
efforts must be made to encourage the support of the aspirations of disadvantaged
youth to seek higher education. This necessitates active recruitment. The newly
formed RECORPS is attempting such a program. Rather than making attempts for
each school, an interdisciplinary approach is being taken (Sorry- , we're all in this
together I)
again to actualize the health team concept. RECORPS also suggests
that there should be a minimum of duplication of services (a plague of a complex society), therefore on-going recruitment and tutoring programs in San Francisco are
encouraged to participate; make themselves known and know of the services of RECORPS. There is a morass of problems with recruitment. RECORPS' division of
labor consists of:
(1) tutoring and counseling high school students of socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds who show academic potential or taleht, and may have the desire
to enter one of the health professions,
(2) making an interdisciplinary, interracialrecruitment film depicting the various
health professions and new health careers with meaningful role models for high
school students,
(3) observer and bio-medical career programs (lectures, etc.) for high school
students,
(4) active canvassing of undergraduates,
(5) approaching admissions committee of various schools in terms of requirements
and different ways of meeting these requirements,
(6) finding jobs for high school students in health science atmospheres.
Ambitious? Yes. Unrealistic? No not withthe support and resources members of
this campus are capable of offering. Weneedyou desperately. Any information, any
finances, any willing to tutor, any willing to help implement RECORPS proposals
is desperately needed. (Please contact RECORPS, c/o SYNAPSE).

—

-

Come Senators, Congressmen, please heed the call

Don't stand in the doorway, don't block up the hall
For he that gets hurt will be he that has stalled
The battle outside raging, will soon shake your windows, rattle your walls
For the times, they are a-changing
The line it is drawn, the curse it is cast
The slow one now will later be fast
As the present now will later be past
The order is rapidly fading
The first one now will later be last
For the Times, they are a-changing.

....

Dylan

Don't you feel out of it?
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Poetry Contest
Monetary Prizes
The

Ina Coolbirth Memorial

Poetry Contest is open to all
undergraduate students at the Medical Center. Established by friends

of the late Ina Coolbirth, former
poet laureate of California, the

contest gives

the following awards
for the best unpublished poems

submitted: first prize, $125; second prize, $100; third prize, $75;
fourth prize, $50; and fifth prize,

$25.
Campus entries should be submitted to the Office of the Dean
of Students, Room 6-U, by March
MILANNA NICKLISS, Millberry
1, 1968. Five poems will be seladvisor
to SYNAPSE.
and
ected by a campus committee
forwarded
to
the
Comwill be
mittee on Prizes in Berkeley. In
addition to receiving monetary
prizes, the winners will havetheir
names announced in the Com
mencement Bulletin of theUniversity of Calif., Berkeley and the
manuscripts will be filed in the
University archives.
Mllanna Nickliss, MillberryUnion's popular Program CoordinaManuscripts should be typewrittor, has announced her resignation
ten and should bear some dis- effective February 9,1968. Schedtinguishing mark in place of the uled to wed Mr. James Hahn of
author's name. Each manuscript Oakland, a 1967 graduate of St.
should have attached to it a sealed Mary's University, Miss Nickliss
envelope bearing on the outside and her husband will reside in the
the author's distinguishing mark East Bay.
and containing his name, address,
A member of San Jose State
and class, so that the anonymity College's Class of 1966, Milanna
of the contestants may be preoriginally affiliated with the Millserved until the judge's decisions berry Union as a RecreationFieldhave been made.
worker. Immediately following her
graduation, she joined the Union as
a Program Associate, assisting Mr
Ron Field. Following Mr. Field's
return to Melbourne University,
Miss Nickliss succeeded Field in
December of 1966. Shehas had full

MILANNA NICKLISS
TO WED - RESIGN

-

Dunbar of the BARB

Anti-U. C. Regents, Anti-Reagan. .).
Dunbar started his Journalistic
career in Berkeley where he published a free-thlnklng*'sclentlflc"
magazine. This magazine became

.

By Ken Kellick

—

a well
Sex, politics, nite-life
balanced diet for an unbalanced
newspaper. The Berkeley Barh.
a member of the Underground
Press Syndicate, contains all of the center of controversy during
the above In timely, well -written the FSM, when the Regents prohibited on-campus sale ofthe magepitomes.
azine. Dunbar, along with Mario
merchants
of
the
Barb's
One
Goldberg
visits U.C.M.C every Friday morn- Savio, Art and Jackie
the
FSM.
in
part
this
took
an
active
Dunbar,
as
ing. Known only
quiet, yet conspicuous man makes This reporter knew him then, and
at that time observed that he and
his living by selling the publicaone
most of the FSMers were conto
Dunbar
talking
When
tion.
is
trolled like puppets by the orgets the feeling that the Barb
Berkeley
ganization's hierarchy, and in fact
like all the other typical
productions, i.e., the FSM (Free knew very little of what the FSM's
Speech Movement), the dirty word true objectives were
The FSM is a good example of
scandal, andthe anti-Vietnam camanti-establishment organiof
a
true
the parpaign, in that most
zation whose leaderskeeptheparticipants In the action are so conkeep their
fused by their leaders, that they ticipants informed and
true and
of
steered
on
a
idea
members
have
no
clear
themselves
straight course, as much as the
what the movement is about.
heads of the CIA tell its inner
The Barb started sometime in secrets to the American people.
Odd, isn't it, that from one
the summer of 1965. According
to Dunbar, from then the theme institution to the next, no matter
has been totally anti-establishwhat the principles for which one
ment. The Barb is noted for sev- seems to be fighting, that leadereral items chief of which is their ships never change. There is alexcellent compilation of Bay Area ways a cloak of uncertainty surnitefile. Also in the limelight are rounding the organization. But still
the want ads (Boy wants girl, boy the Berkeley Barb continues to
.) Balancing out the publish and aids in keeping society
wants boy,
bulk of the newspaper are anti- informed of all views, be they pro
anything articles (Anti Vietnam, or con.
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Union Director, made these observations. "Finding a replacement for Milanna Nickliss will be
unusually difficult. In her twoyear association with this campus,
she has captured the respect, cooperation and admiration of large
numbers of students, faculty, alumni, and staff. The marked progress
and development of the Union Program Department since 1966 has
been directly attributable to Milanna's keen ability to work with
others, to apply her professional
training, and to experiment with
new innovations in the areas of
art and entertainment. A college
union is only as good as Its programs, and the record will show
that Milanna contributed immearesponsibility for coordinating surably to Millberry's nation-wide
Millberry's unique and extensive reputation as a facility founded
program activities for a period of on a meaningful, educational program."
fourteen months.
of
Plans to name a replacement for
departure
Commenting
on
the
Nursing student Body uses lUD
Miss
Nickliss remain pending.
A. Alexander,
to bring out campus talent. As Miss Nickliss, R.
caps are exchanged for wigs and
lab coats for villian's capes, the

IUD
Returns
Impetuous Underground Doings of

center will be exsuccess of last year's

the medical

posed. The

talent show has created a demand
for a repeat performance. The hap-

Contact us now for
Sales or Service.
6 1P Irving near 7th Aye.

Just down the hill from UC
Open daily 9:30 6 Saturday 10-3

--

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
R/T OAKLAND/AMSTERDAM

pening of burlesque bufoonery will

expose of theyear,
climaxed with a presentation of a
prize. Excitement willbe generated
as randomly chosen judges from
the audience determine the most
outstanding talent. "To turn on"
the judges and audience will provide popcorn and cider for all.
On January 26, the floor will
prove

LEAVE MARCH 29- RETURN MAY 17

to be the

rock In

at 8:00
maffick (i.e. to

Milberry

Gym

O'clock. Come
celebrate joyously In a riotous
manner) with the medical center.

SNOW WHITE
CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS
340 JUDAH

$

664 0550

325

R/T OAKLAND/LONDON

360

LEAVE JUNE 12
$

RETURN SEPT. 20

ONE WAY OAKLAND/LONDON
LEAVE SEPTEMBER 11

*135

SPACE IS LIMITED-SO MAKE YOUR RESERVATION NOW

PHONE 392-8513

LAUNDRY

CLEANING

Avenue Typewriter Sales

Union Program Coordinator and

Charter Flights
995 Market St.
San Francisco, Calif. 94103
Please send me information on Flight
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Address
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—

Phone
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THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE

Rehabilitation

BY SHARON MINDLIN
to solve the problems. If we shareresponsibility we can be concern- I
I In one of Alice's adventures in Wonderland she wanted to get to
ed with the health problems of the highly urbanized and tech- I
I the top of a hill to better see a garden of live flowers. She was
■ delighted to meet the Red
nologically advanced regions as well as with the problems of pre- «
way,
but
she
could
never
along
the
Queen
dominantly rural or economically disadvantaged areas. We can
I quite make out, in thinking it over afterwards, how it was that they
commit
in
they
running
hand,
all
remembers
is
were
hand
ourselves to exploring new approaches to meeting health
began:
she
that
I
; and the Queen went so fast that it was all she could do to keep up needs, to upholding the best and broadest interests of human life ■
and health, and to correcting the health and social porblems which I
with her. And the Queen kept crying "Faster. Faster I", but she
have failed to engender appropriate attention and effective action. I
I could not go faster.
These are exciting times to be entering the health professions. ;
■
Just as Alice was getting quite exhausted, they stopped, and she
Increasingly we are seeing changes and innovations in many areas: ;
; found herself sitting on the ground, breathless and gidd.
in education, in hospitals, in governments. Many professionals are '.
'
The Queen propped her up against a tree and said kindly, "You
a
experimenting with ways to update our contemporary health sys- ■
may
little,
rest
now."
•
terns. Most of our professions are realizing that the health care ;
; Alice looked round her in great surprise, "Why Ido believe
needs of tomorrow must shape the training and education needs of '.
". we've been under this tree the whole time I Everything is just as it

Medicine Introduced

Rehabilitation medicine is being
introduced into the School of Medicine curriculum at the Medical
Center. It becomes part of the
course of study required of all
undergraduates. Throughout the nation there are only a handful of
medical schools that teach rehabilitation medicine at the undergraduate level. .the San Francisco School is the first in the
University of California system.
The Committee on Curriculum
and Education Planning enthusias; tically endorsed the new program
". which Is under the direction of
■ Verne
T. Inman, M.D., PH.D.,
; Chairman of the Department ofOr! thopedic Surgery. Assistant Director is GregoryBard, M.D., Medical
Director of the section on Physi! cal Medicine and Rehabilitation.
■ Five years ago these two men in; itiatedthe planning and work which
I brought rehabilitation medicine in■ to the teaching program.
; "Today, we know," said Dr.
". Bard, "that it is possible for the
I stroke patient to have fuller rej covery with comprehensive care.
; He used to be under general care
but now his treatment may include
J specialized treatment in corrective
; surgery, speech therapy, physical
! therapy, and occupational therapy.''
■
Several departments will incor; porate rehabilitation medicine into
" their existing courses but the Divi-

..

1

wasI"
"Of course it is," said the Queen. "What would you have it?"
! "Well, in our country," said Alice, "you'd generally get to someif you ran very fast for a long time as we've been
• where else
■

;

—

J doing."
; "A slow sort of countryl" said the Queen. "Now here,

•
■

.

you see, it
takes all the running you can do to keep in the same place. If you
want to get somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast as

I that."

Lewis Carroll had a charming way of phrasing what I think we all
realize
;
that in the Twentieth Century we run extremely fast just
'. to keep up. And that to move forward, to make progress, we must
■ move at least twice as fast.
■
We are in the midst of revolutionary changes in politics, the
I social order, education, science, economic, diplomacy and weapons. Everywhere we see change. It is usually dramatic, frequently
; traumatic. Research is producing not only new ideas, but new
T materials and methods. The computer has invaded the office and
• the factory, the university and the medical center. But technological
; change does not necessarily mean progress. The needs and feelings,
I the goals and ideals, of people will determine the ways the chal• lenge of the technological age will be met. For it is the people who
■ must assume responsibility for providing leadership and for inspiring
it in others as well. It is the people who will have to run at least twice

—

"

.

I as fast.

Certainly we are being challenged by this technologicalrevolution,
; but we are being challenged even more by people: people new to
'. political freedom on every continent, people exhilarated with the
• prospect of prosperity as opposed to poverty, people demanding
; more and more of a personal voice in the politices that govern them,
people claiming that good health is their right, and people who hold
■ fast to the most ancient and newest of all earthly visions —a peace; ful world with justice and well-being for all.
The problems facing our cities and states, our country and the
'.
I world, are painfully and glaringly obvious to us all. It used to be
■ that college students were not concerned with the social and political
I turmoil of the time. They were intent on their studies and blissfully
I unaware and uninterested in the problems of the world outside.
; But most of us, hopefully all of us, have had to confront these issues
I while still in school, and we are now anxious to tackle them anew
with the knowledge and skills gained from our professional educa■

.

-

; tions.
No amount of philosophic dialogue, no dreamy phrases from an ever
I
I present glossary of glib cliches about the "good life" will ever amount
to very much if we as professional people do not provide leadership.
I We must incorporate our humanist philosophy, our professed devoI tion to human welfare and concern for our fellow man, into action.
■ We must take new and innovative measures and approaches. The
solutions to the problems facing us all will be found less and less in
Z what we say or what we think and more and more in what we do.
■

.

■

;

I
[

;
!

i

.
I

I§

§

y
/

/

|

Health can be defined as a social function and as a service. As
health professionals we can assume leadership in both of these
realms. If we recognize health as a social vunction we commit ourselves to the essential dignity and worth of man and to his capacity
to achieve self-realization. Such concern for the total well-being
of man is an investment that fosters economic growth and social
progress. With these objectives, health professionals can work
together —complement rather than compete—to determine health
and health-related problems and to plan and implement measures

PHOTO CENTER
1234 9th Aye. near Lincoln Way

Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies
Color Processing by KODAK
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums
Save Money on Technicolor Processing Mailers
Specials All Year Around

MON. SAT. 9 A.M. to 6 CM.

today.

Some of these innovative and exciting changes are quite familiar
to today's graduates. The School of Nursing's new curriculum coordinates professional nursing educationwith the study of the humanities and the physical, biological, and social sciences. The Division
of Ambulatory and Community Medicine, now only a year old, has an
interdepartmental and an interschool faculty.
Medical, nursing, dental, and social work students have participated in various aspects of this program in an attempt to develop the
skills necessary for co-ordinatedefforts in patient care. The Comprehensive Adult Clinic set up by the same Division strives to offer
the highest quality of patient care in conjunction with a teaching
program stressing continuity of care and coordination of diagnostic and treatment procedures.
The jargon of these new programs may unfortunately sound very
trite and uninspiring to you: comprehensive care, community health,
continuity of care, high-level wellness, the health team. All of these
phrases conjure up images in your mind. If these images have negative connotations for you, it is probably because we have paid lip
service to these notions only too often. All talk and no action. That
is why curricular and institutional changes are so vital if these
ideals and goals for health and human welfare are to be realized.
Unless we implement our ideas and ideals into action, the jargon
can be easily mocked and the underlying philosophic concepts overlooked.

.

«

-

Progress is made by those who take a risk, by those who take a ; sion ofAmbulatory and Community
chance, by those who leave the security of traditional frameworks ; Medicine will provide the major
and institutional arrangements to plan, develop, and implement new '. teaching facilities for this program in Its Initial phase. Robert
programs.
Why not explore the organizational means within a community to ; Crede, M.D., Chairman of the
! Division, worked with Drs. Inman
provide comprehensive health care?
Why not try various payment mechanisms like prepayment or • and Bard, and with Mrs. Mildred
group practice if they will reduce economic barriers for people ; I. Edmondson, M.S., Lecturer in
trying to secure preventive treatment and prompt diagnosis? ". Physical Medicine and RehabilitaWhy not offer more interschool courses for students in the health ■ tion, in designing the new program.
■
Mrs. Edmondson, who is the
sciences ?
Why not work together on health teams in order to co-ordinate ef- I first counselor in rehabilitation to
I be appointed to the School of Mediforts in patient care?
Why not use indigenous community workers to bridge communica- ■ cine faculty, will be available for
tion gaps and cultural differences between health personnel and the I consultation by all departments
participating in the program.
people being served?
Why not utilize government assistance if it will perhaps benefit both ■ "The Division of Ambulatory and
the individuals and the community?
! Community Medicine," said Dr.
There should always be room for experimentation andfor imagina- '. Crede, "is dedicated to teaching
tive and creative thinking individuals willing to introduce new ideas. ; and practicing comprehensive care
Granted, the goals are idealistic, their scope all-encompassing. But I tailored to meet the patient's inunless we take risks our humanitarian goals will remain forever dividual needs. The new program
■ will broaden our ability to teach
trapped in trite idealistic jargon.
students this important component
In closing, let me stress that the challenge of change is a commit- in patient care: they, in turn, will
ment to action, a commitment to run at least twice as fast. We must ; have the opportunity to apply what
build a bridge, not a wall, between ourselves and our ideals. We must I they learn in the care of their
identify ourselves with humanity as a whole so that we can meet the own patients."
ultimate challenge: or, as beautifully phrased by the late Adlai E. j Social and Rehabillation SerStevenson, "We travel together, passengers on a little space ship, : vice, of Health, Education, and
dependent on its vulnerable supplies of air and soil: all committed ■ Welfare, has initiated support of
for our safety to its security and peace: preserved from annihilation ; the program with a $24,000 grant
only by the care, the work, and I will say the love we give our fragile J' to cover the first year of a pro■

.

:

craft."
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Faculty Receive Awards
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The following faculty members
Roberto Francisco Escamilla,
at the University of California San M.D., Clinical Professor of MedFrancisco MedicalCenter recently icine and Director of the Pituitary
received the Outstanding Civilian Bank,
Service Award from the DepartGeorge Bernard Robson, M.D.,
ment of the Army. They were
Professor of Medicine.
each honored for more than twenty
Alexander Simon, M.D., Profesyears of consultation service to sor and Chairman of te Departthe Army Medical Corps. Presment or Psychiatry, Medical
entation of the Awards was made Director of Langley Porter
at the San Francisco Presidio.
Neuropsychiatric Institute.
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Thoughts About This And That

CORO's
Pilot
Program

some of use are just beginning to
realize that we have arrived. In
fact if the administration gave an
orientation at the beginning ofWinter Quarter instead of in the Fall,
a lot more of us might have a
better chance to become oriented
to the place. Any how it's nice

,

The CORO Foundation in conjunction with the Chancellor's office, Associated Students' office I
and Continuing Education office is
initiating a pilot program here at,

to be back.
Since I'm in the School of Nursing program (Ist yr.), I'm going
to direct my comments mainly to
the student nurses. Hopefully, there

\

,

the Medical Center. This program[
is intended to expose health sci-

will be some vaulable tidbits for
everyone. I think It would be loveof all three nursing classes
rly
gram dept. of Millberry Union.
to communicate more with each
other. I'm aware that there is a
Nursing Student Body, that it only
costs $15 to join, and that there
are a lot of privileges in joining.
However, wouldn't it be nice If
members of the respective classes
would write about some of the exof
Following a six month period
The Neighborhood Youth Corpis
periences they are having? Maybe
with
an
the
agency,
and
the
instruction
supported by
sponsored
to some of us the experiences might
United States Department ofLabor. corp encourages the member to not make us tune in; but to others
full
time
empermanent
seek
It's primary function is to proIt might open our eyes to new
vide those individuals between 16 ployment. If the desire to return
of looking at a situation or,
ways
Corp
school
is
the
present,
to
and 22 years of age with an opthat matter, new situations to
for
portunity to obtain practical train- will encourage completion by ofthink about. Personally, I'd like
ing through their association with fering a bonus of additional paid to hear from the third year nursagency's that are willing to in- hours per month if he decides
ing students. To date, I think I've
struct them in those skills that to continue.
met three of you (all very nice).
the
S.
Presently
Millberry
Guy
will provide them with some esYou've
only got one more quarter
sential "bargaining power" when Union is training two Job Corp
go and I'd like to know what
to
Flenoid
is
being
Clayton
they are ready for "job hunting" members,
it feels„llke to be "way up thereinstructed in a variety of recon the open market.
close to the finish line". It'd be
emphasis
areas,
with
an
reational
to know you really exist.
neat
Eligibility for admittance to the on pool maintenance. Cecelia Richard's
base
be
will
prihome
corp, results from the inability
One question fortheupperclassof the person to complete his high marily in the program department. men: When did you feel that the
to
school education. After further Her particular vocation goal is
members of your class had a sense
go into the nursing profession.
Youth for Service
screening
of unity and oneness. Some (if not
will then negotiate with interested In addition to her training at Mill- the majority) of the Freshman
agencies, to place corp members berry, she has decided to obtain
in an area where they may receive her high school credential during
general or specialized skills. Each the evening and to receive further
individual expresseshis vocational training in the hospital field, in
goals, hoping that hemaybeplaced order that she might eventually
in an agency where he may learn pursue this career In her home
more about his specified field. town of Lafayette, Louisiana.

ence students to various segments i Cecelia Richard, a Job Corps member now working in the proof community

leadership (I.e.

Un- j

ion, welfare, insurance and public i
health officers). Seminar sessions j
with these officers will be held,
primarily to encourage dialogue I
and to air problems of health
the layman's point of view./

carej

'

The need for such a program is

|based on the growing conviction in

ithe community that health care is a
'right and not a privilege. In addition to this reason, it is felt
'by all parties Involved that disand dialogue now is a

cussion
iprerequisite

for any future role
health professionals as comimunity leaders and/or spokesman.
This program will be directed
b
oth
at and by students at UCMC.
I
'Selection of participants will be
idone by a student committee from
'the ASUCMC Assembly and the
content or direction of the pro-1
(gram will be determinedto some

!of

|

!

1

i
sign

|extent by the participants.

itheAnyone

interested, please
j
sheet on the door of room 249,
!MU or call Ext. 2010 Tuesday on
Thursday afternoons.

'
'

,
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Public Affairs

Committee Meeting
The Public Affairs Committee
will hold a general meeting to
plan the Winter Quarter 1968 program. The date of the meeting
will be Friday, January 26, In
the Millberry Union. The time
and place will be posted. Further
information call (666-2019) (Program Department)
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HOURS 7:30 TO 6:OOSATURDA Y8:00 TO 3:00 681-5926

To enjoy skiing galore, even night skiing, In the heart of the ski country whara there's more mow than anywhere in lha country, yat If*
••Worn cold.
Coma nor n» to glowing fireplace and mingle with friends, tinging,
playing. Enjoy the very belt home-cooking, full court* meali with
all the trimmings and all th. milk and coffee you can drink.
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Marek
Class have been discussing the
subject of class unity; and, as far
as I can interpret, the feeling is
that we haven't quite gelled as a
class. So let's hear it from the
second andthirdyear; and to everyone in general: do you think group
unity is important to becoming
professionals in our respective
fields?
But enough on this subject, it's
time to ramble on to other things.
To all of the nursing students having trouble keeping their caps from
flouncing, there Is a lady who does
an excellent job of getting the U.C.
caps "stiff and proper". It costs
$1.50 and she's located in the
Orthopedic Clinic in 237-C of the
Clinics Building. Her name is
Kathryn Forbes
don't call her
on the phone
see her in person.
This helpful hint was made possible by a U.C. nurse whom I
happened to observe had a beautifully starched cap. She was gracious enough to give me this helpful hint. Thank You Mrs. Spaulding!
Just one more thing, keep your
eyes open for the BIG, GIGANTIC,
SPLENDIFEROUS TALENT SHOW
that the Nursing Student Body is
putting on later this month. You'll
be helping a lot of cute nurses.

By Sandy

Hi there! And welcome to U.C.
Mcd Center. It might seem to you
that it's a little late In the school
year to be welcoming people, but

*-Mfc*-»r
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75 DAY $10 00 WEEKEND

lt'« cheaper than staying home! It'i freeway all the way to the
lodge. Bring your guests. Faculty, employees, and alumni are alio
welcome. Chartered bui transportation available.
Don't wait 'til we're full; make your reservation nowl

FOR RESERVATIONS VISIT THE CENTRAL DESK
4:30
IN MULBERRY UNION, MON FRI 9:00
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PLURALISM IN
CONTEMPORARY
AMERICA
By

Dave Bomar

At sometime or another dur-

ing his undergraduate academic
career, nearly every student is required to read THE SOCIAL CONTRACT, by Jean Jacquesßosseau.
In that justly famous treatise Rousseau defines something which he
chooses to call sovereignty as
"being only the exercise of the
general will." Moreover, "The
social compact gives to the body
politic absolute command over the
members of which it is formed;
and it is this power, when directed by the general will, thatbears,
as I have said before, the name
of 'sovereignty."

In his brilliant book, CONGRESS
AND THE AMERICAN TRADI
TION, James Burnham comments

-

on sovereignty:

Sovereignty cannot be divided or
shared or delegated; but in many
nations, and In our nation more
than in any other, it is. In this

respect also, existence, time and
tradition overcome a paradox of
abstract reason.
By now it has become apparent
that sovereignty is synonomous

I wish to make is this: Under a
sovereign system, every person
must be a creature of the state.
If a person is not a creature of
the state, i.e. if he possesses
inherent power not ephemerally
conferred at the state's discission, then ipso facto sovereignty
cannot exist.
The America Scene
I expect that the majority of my
readers will accept the statement:
"In America the people are sovereign." Nevertheless, the statement is false. In America, I submit, there Is no such thing as a
sovereign. To say that the people
are sovereign is to say that the
people have absolute power, which
in America is not the case. The
Constitution of the United States
clearly provides for a separation of
powers. Indeed, there are two
clauses in the Constitution which
cannot even be amended! The foregoing is a matter familiar to most
students of AmericanConstitutional theory.
Since pluralismtondstopromote
political liberty, it is of interest
to observe the condition of pluralism in America today, No better
illustration of this can be furnished than the independence of
American churches from taxation
by the state. It is periodically
proposed by people seeking new
sources of governmental revenue
that church property be taxed.
(Bishop James Pike, for example,
made the suggestion in an article
in PLAYBOY magazine last year.)
Proponents of church taxation ask
why an institution which owns as
much property and controls as

with absolute power: a sovereign
is one who wields that power.
The crux of this matter of sovereignty must deal with the relationship between political liberty
and sovereignty. Political liberty,
first of all, implies a lack of
certitude. If everything were known
with certitude, political liberty
would be rendered superfluous. It
is precisely because man does not
possess the prerogative of certitude (that being the sole province
of God and the angels) that political liberty is necessary. Political
liberty enables one to seek and much wealth as some churches
explore new alternatives with the should escape paying its share for
supporting governmental function.
hope of more accurately perceiving truth. Without liberty one does A pluralist would say that the state
not have this freedom of inquiry. cannot tax the church because the
As Burnham Says, "A division of church is not a creature of the
sovereignty In practice is Incon- state. The state and the church are
sistent with the reign of a single independent entities In a pluralisIdeology in theory, although this tic system. If the church Is subject to taxes, the state then beinconsistency may not be acknowledged." Thus, we see that political comes the sovereign and the esliberty and sovereignty are mutual- sence of pluralism Is Irretrievably

ly exclusive.
In the Interest of preserving
and protecting political liberty, it
behooves us to investigate the antithesis of sovereignty, which Is
commonly called pluralism. Under
a system of sovereignty there is

but one source of power, the sovereign; under a system of pluralism, there are many sources of
power. In a sovereign system the
existence of but one source of
power necessitates the pre-eminence of a single Ideology. The
pluralistic system, encompassing
divers sources of power, facilitates the concurrent existence of
numerous and varied political Ideologies. Thus, we see that political

liberty is promoted by pluralism
and weakened by sovereignty.
The final and most crucial point

City-Size Bus Serves As UC Clinic
SAN FRANCISCO —In the parking lot in back of U.C. Hospital
Dentistry senior Robert Munoz
affectionately patted the face of a
big shiny city-type bus—one oftwo
new Mobile Clinics to operate out

of the Medical Center this Fall.
"This bus brings the fleet up
to three," grinned Munoz, a veteran along with 12 other UC dental
students of two months on the original UC Mobile Clinic last summer.
Inside the bus, Munoz showed
off the four completely equipped
dental 'offices'. Although designed

dental students have already worked on the project and thirty have
signed up for this Fall. Both students and faculty staff the Mobile
Clinics on a volunteer basis.
"Last summer we treated 400
children," Munoz continued. "In
that short time I saw a wider
range of dental problems than in
two years of dental school, where
we work for a longer time on
fewer patients—selected as teaching cases because they are supposed to illustrate a specific treatment problem.
"Many of the

children had never
been to a dentist before their
visit to the M obile Clinic. In trying to ease their fear and win
their confidence, I learned someWalking over to the second new thing about the right psychological
Mobile Clinic, a converted camp- approach to take with rowdy or
er bus, Munoz outlined the main frightened young patients.
"And since we only examined,
objectives of U.C.s experiment
in dentistry on wheels.
"First, to provide dental care to
people who would otherwise have a
Julius H. Comroe, Jr., Director
hard time getting it. Over a period of three years, the original of the Cardiovascular Research
Mobile Clinic visited many indigent Institute at the San Francisco Medcommunities, orphanages, and ical Center, has been named to
schools for the blind and deaf. In the newly created Board of Mediall, about 3,000 people were treat- cine of the National Academy of
primarily for dental treatment,
the Mobile Clinics can also be
used for ear, eye, nose and throat
examinations, he said.

cleaned and applied flouride to
their teeth, their experience on

the Mobile Clinic was a painless
introduction to professional dental
care. I imagine that the local dentists we referred some of them to
also benefited.
"We also made a point of making the parents aware of their
children's dental troubles. We gave
away free toothbrushes and tooth

paste, and instructed both adults
and children in the necessity of
good, daily dental care and proper
diet.
"This Mobile Clinic willbeperfect for visits to small groups,'
Munoz said of the 18-foot converted camper which is equipped with
a dental unit and two x-ray units.
He added that he plans to do
volunteer work on the Mobile Clinics during weekends and "any other
spare time I've got this year."

UCMC Medic On Academy Board
leal and legal Implications of human experimentation; and how to
Improve the quality of medical

care.

Because many of these problems are not purely biomedical,
Sciences. The 21 man Board will a portion of the Boards' membered.
be concerned with the practical ship Is drawn from non/medlcal
is
"Secondly, the Mobile Clinic
a teaching tool. One hundred UC application of biomedical research. fields.
Chairman of the Board is Dr.
The Board may study such prob- Walsh McDermott, Livingston Farlems as: how to shorten the In- rand Professor of Public Health
Let us help you publicize
terval between research achieve- and Chairman of the Department
your programs or events
lost.
ments and their use in clinical of Public Health at Cornell UniIt is for the same reason that
the role of medical versity Medical College. Mr. Jomedicine;
the
academic
the university,
comschools and other biomedical ins- seph S. Murtaugh, formerly Dimunity, is not subject to taxation.
titutions in attacking the problems rector of the Office of Program
The academy must not be construed
of urban and rural slums; how Planning, National Institutes of
as a creature of the state, either.
medical knowledge is used, in- Health, will serve as executive
Independence of the academy from
increased, and refreshed; the eth- secretary.
the state is necessary to preserve
the essence of pluralism.
This list could doubtless be extended to great length. I bring up
the church and the academy as
REASONABLE RATES
important and excellent examples
of the functioning of a pluralistic
system. The Most important criterion is this simple question: is
X a creature of the state, where
Operations
Coats, dresses, knit suits, car coats, sweaters,
X may be a person, collectivity
Forms available in Room 245
of persons, or an institution? In
MILLBERRY UNION
the pluralistic context the answer
Charge Accounts BankAmericard Diners Card
to this question is most frequently
"No."
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SUPER-SAMURAI
I would strongly urge everyone

THE HOMECOMING

greatest") is was a duel fought between two men
in motorboats speeding towards
one another. Surprisingly, Mifune
was not involved in this unique duel.
"The Bad Sleep Well" isacompletely different picture than any
of the others shown at the Fessame double-bill, presented the tival. It is the only serious drama,
Mifune that most of his admirers and concerns corruption in the
expect to see in his pictures. This administration of large corporais a picturededicatedtohighcamp. tions. Toshiro plays the part of
At the times of greatest crisis, the son of a murdered scapegoat.
there is Mifune striding noncha- He seeks revenge on the corrupt
lantly into the trap that pits 20 of industrial leaders who murdered
his enemies against him. After his father. Directed by A. Kurosscratching his ears or chest, and awa, it is highly suspenseful, and
playing at being the Prince, his quite moving. Toshiro portrays a
anger is aroused by the others real person in this film, and not
who are attacking him, and with the Invincible character depicted
of Mifune ("I'm the

to look into the Japanese films play- replaced by the seemingly opposite
ing at the Toho Rio Theatre in quality ("Pm the most humble").
San Francisco. Try a few and Even as the most humble, he is
you may become hooked. The leadalso the strongest, most clever,
etc.
ing directors to look for are Kurosawa, Ichikawa,Ozu,Teshigahara, "The Vagabonds", offered on the
Tjiagaki, Mizoguchi, andKobayashi.

The Toshiro Mifune Film Festival was recently presented at the
Toho Rio. Mifune, the leading actor
in Japan, is a sort of combination
of Marlon Brando and Gregory
Peck, and clearly dominates the
scene whenever he is present.
His stage presence is sometimes
so over-powering that the other
actors seem quite dispensable. Although best known In this country
for his Samurai roles ("Yojimbo",
"Sanjuro", "The Seven Samurai',
"Samuri I", "IV, and "III"),
this festival presented some of
his films with contemporary settings, in addition to the SuperSamurai specials.
Mifune shows in"Rikisha-Man"
(winner of the 1958 Grand Prix
that he has not only
the qualities of a Super-Samurai,
but also those of a super-singer
and super-drummer. This film is
a romanticized tale made for popular consumption, that is unusual
in that the customary braggadocio

at "Venice),

his super-sharp swordsmanship,
he dispenses with the Intruders.
The plots of his stories are usually involved, but the film of
"The Vagabonds" was strictly
In this
from Sherwood

case, the Robin Hood was Koji

Tsuruta, his number one enemy
from the "Samurai" series.
"Man Against Man" is a highly
polished story similar to those involving James Bond, but like the
latter tales, they have the mind
as soon as one leaves the theatre.
Albeit, they do provide good entertainment. The highlight of the film

Harold Pinter's enigmatic play,
"The Homecoming", was presented at the Curran Theatre during the first two weeks in January. The play is superficially a
tragl-comedy about an English family of misogynists, ruled by a
tyrranical and crotchety old man
who used to be a butcher before
he retired.The interactionbetween
him and his brother and two sons
seems to be along the line of

Storm Over the Pacific" is the
Japanese version of World War II
from Pearl Harbor to Midway.
One has mixed emotions as the
pilots aboard the aircraft carrier
in most of his motion pictures. scramble to "get the enemy",
"Man in the Storm" depicts
while martial music is played in
Toshiro as the Judo champion and the background. Toshiro's part as
teacher who is pitted against the
the assistant head of the fleet is
Juijitsu and Karate champs. Unbut his presence and decissmall,
fortunately, it is strictly a matter ions
felt throughout. The perare
the
baddies,
of the goodies and
touch Is present as one of
sonal
morality
and
western
the flyers makes two trips to his
right and wrong.
while on leave, and must
village
We are continually bombarded
decide whether or not to marryhis
with war films of the Pacific childhood sweetheart in the midst
Theatre, as well as various T.V.
of war. This picture is geared
programs on the Second World
toward popular entertainment, and
War. It is therefore an interesting
therefore avoids almost all politichangeup and comparison to see
cal statements and implications.
the old

of

the war from the other side. "The

BERTSPILKER

SWORDSMANSHIP

The Fourth Samurai festival is
currently being presented by the
Toho Rio Theatre at Union and
Fillmore streets In San Francisco.
The first program featured Toshiro
Mifue, Japan's leading actor, in
"Secret Scrolls" and "NinjutsuV
These two films are directed by
Hiroshi Inagaki and present two
parts of four part series. The
stories of most Samurai films are
usually involved, but these films
are so complex that many segments
are never explained, "m Secret
Scrolls", there appear to be three
main factions who want to capture
the scrolls, but their purposes and
political aims are very obscure.
It is impossible to pick out villlans
and heros as each faction seeks to
use the scrolls for their own ends.
The scrolls contain the name of a
sworn brotherhood who secretly
committed many evil deeds for supposedly noble purposes. The
balance of power between the Sho-

gun (Japans political ruler) and
Emperor (Titular and spiritual ruler) would supposedly be in jeapardy if the scrolls fell Into wrong
hands, but at the end of part n,
it is as much a mystery as it was

and magician who renounces the
arts for love. He Is at his
noblest in his dealing with friends,
and at his fiercest with enemies.
Koji Tsuruta costars with Mifune,
and portrays his brother who is
also dedicated to the black arts.

black

"Rise Against the Sword" and
"Wandering Samurai" wereoirthe
second program In the current
Samurai series. The former film
featured Toshiro Mifune as the
leader of a large group offarmers
who fought to preserve their independence from corrupt samurai
seeking to enslave them. Although
many films depict good and villainous samurai, this was unique in
that all of the samurai were bad.
Mifune's strong personality was
again stamped on every frame,
and the film managed to hold one's
Interest throughout. For the sword
buffs, "WanderingSamurai" demonstrated the "Leaf Cut", "Swallow Tail Cut", and other exotic
sword techniques which can be
effectively used to destroy one's
enemies, providing that the tech-

America, after a six year's absence. They are welcomed with
mixed emotions, although the wife,
ably portrayed by Carolyn Jones,
Is eventually asked to stay, and
provide for her keep by-becoming

a prostitute, while her husband
returns to his teaching position at
some American campus.
The dialogue is clear and
straightforward, although very
menacing and biting in both its
uttered and unuttered implications.
The play itself is very puzzling,
because the characters' motives
for their unusual behavior are never
made clear. Some of their actions
seem to be non sequitors according to conventional morality, such
as the wife's decision to accept
the offer to become a prostitute.
Nonetheless, the characters do not
even acknowledge their unorthodox
morals or behavior.
The cast in this performance
was fairly well balanced. William
Roerick as the old man, and Carolyn Jones as the wife, were particularly strong in their roles. All
in all, it was a very challenging
and absorbing play that isn't easily
forgotten.
Future performances by the
Theatre Guild Include "Wait A
Minim" (February 5 through February 24), "Black Comedy" (February 2G through March 9), and
"Star Spangled Girl" (March 25
through April 6) at the Curran
Theatre,- and "The Killing of Sister George" (February 26 through
March 9) at the Geary Theatre.

BERTSPILKER

CHOIR

If you sing bass or tenor, be you
or female, the Millberry
It is very rare to see Samurai Singers needs you. If you sing
pictures which are so difficult to soprano or alto the choir warmly
follow although the difficulty might welcomes you. The Millberry Singbe due to a lack of adequate sub- ers are always willing to accept
titles. The films abound with spies, new members; there are no trymagicians, love scenes, sword outs; just come and sing. Meetfights and the changes in plot ings are each Thursday evening at
which so often characterize this 5:30; in the music room coffee
genre. Toshiro Mifune is a spy and tea are served.

at the start.

are perfected. Isamu Nagatu Starting January 24 is "Kojiro",
starred as the dead-pan faced which promises to be one of the
more exciting Samurai films. Toshhero.
From Jan. 10 to 23, the Toho iro Mifune's most recent film
Rio will feature Isamu Nagato In "Rebellion" will be playing next.
times may be
"The Fastest Sword and Mikijlro By calling, Theatre
obtained
(567-3600).
of
Beast"
Hira in "The Sword
niques

constant bickering. Into this environment, the old man's eldest son
and his wife come on a visit from

a male

Toshiro Mifune In "Rise Against Sword"

BERTSPILKER
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LEON ROSS ORIGINALS

681-1910

||j:

The Richelieu Theatre at Geary
and Van Ness Aye. is currently
showing a series of twenty-four
Russian films to mark the 50th
anniversary of the Russian Revolution. Although a few rarely shown
in America are included, many of
the great classics are present.
The last weeks schedule Includes:

;

GREETING CARDS

;!

&

19-20: Quiet Flows The
The Don; The Cranes Are

January

Flying
January 21: There was an Old
Couple; Leningrad MaliBallet
January 22-23: Dlmka; The Tsars

Avestua Gasid Shop

PHONE664-7393

Bride

1326 NINTH AYE.

January 24-25: Shors; Sadko

Theatre times may be obtained
by calling (751-3210).

JtmOPPIS B-TOS* • liquor speciausts since i 934"
WINES • LIQUORS
■

Sam Morris

605

•

Meridian West

TOBACCOS

IRVING STREET at 7th Aye

SE

1-2429

Dinner 5 til 9

SATURDAY.SUNDAY 4-9

audience has seen all the flicks,
the Congress assumes the audience
has seen all the T.V. cartoons,
soap operas, space shows, news
casts and the late movies. The
featuring Lome Korevec. Korevec
Congress of Wonders is a com-

GOLDEN CREPES restaurant

-

PARKING IN REAR
CLOSED MONDAYS

1924 IRVING ST
OV 1-3953

L

will present selections ranging
from old favorites to contemporary
numbers such as "Zorba the
Greek" and many others. The
amazing talent and zest of the
honky tonk piano makes these songs
live with the spirit intended. All
Following the congress ofWonders, on Thursday, February 8, Meridian West Programs are free,
the Meridian West series will preadmission to the members of the
sent a Honky Tonk piano program Millberry Union and their guests.

On Thursday, January 25 in the plete gas, and by far the best
Millberry Union Lounges, the thing that has happened to comedy
second Meridian West will be SUR- since Lenny Bruce. Don't miss
REALISM IN THE CONGRESS.
them!" R. J. Gleason, S.F. Chron"Just as Lenny Bruceassumedthe icle.

..

Something Different In Dining

Lunch 11:30-2

Congress Of Wonders

FOLK SINGING • BEER • WINE • CHEESES
tSUAISO CIASSII lt:i> A !>}

A
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Saragossa Manuscript
627 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.
PHONE 731-8270

■___________-___-------------_-----B-l----l

"The Saragossa Manuscript" recently openned at the Cento Cedar
Cinema on Cedar Alley near Larkln Street in San Francisco. This
Polish film made In 1965 was
previously shown In the San Francisco Film Festival ■ few years
ago and was also released under
the title "Adventures of a Nobleman." It wasdlrectedbyWojciech
J. Has and stars and late Zbigniew
Cybulskl. The film is based on a
story by Jan Potockl (1761-1815)

and concerns several baroque tales
interwoven in a complex manner.
There are several stories within

a story going back through six
flashbacks. The main tale concerns
a Polish nobleman in Spain who is
on his way to Madrid and encounters a melange of bizarre experiences that are almost surrealistic
in their mystical elements, including corpses, skulls, devils,hanged

men, and other accruements

which

pervade the story. One is constantly trying to separate fact from
phantasybut thedistinction is nev-

er clear.

There are many baroque stories
in the style of Lope Dc Vega, which

are interwoven into the plot, but
several of them are totally unable
to sustain one's interest. These
came near the end of the film so
that most of the 156 minutes are
very absorbing. Cybulskl, who recently died in a Warsaw train accident, Is most wellknown in United
States.for his leading role in"Ashes and Diamond." He plays this
part quite adequately, but it is
mainly a passive role of a person
to whom m any things happen rather
than one who generates his own
adventures.
BERT SPILKER
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HIGHLIGHTS OF A.C.T.
The highlight of last season's
ACT productions, "Tartuffe", has
returned to ACT'S current repertory. Mollere's outstanding drama
is brilliantly directed by William
Ball and stars Rene Auberjonols

*HOT HORS D'OEUVRES

j 661-7474

SAN FRANCISCO

B-_gg-ga-8-BBg__Bsaam
10 YEARS

WA&ff

as Tartuffe.

The story deals with a religious
hypocrite who enters a wealthy
Frenchman's home as a guest, but
soon becomes its dominant member. His religious zeal and puritanical personality soon control
life in the home, althoughhis evil
nature Is quickly observed by all,
except Orgon, the master. Tartuffe
almost succeeds In bringing about
the downfall and ruination of the
family, this being avoided only by
the deus ex machina of having
the King issue a royal proclamation a la "Three, Penny Opera".
The moral that I like to see in
this play is that when man is
left to his own devices, he always
brings about his own destruction.
Even though the King was able to
rescue Orgon in the play, in reality, man is not always so fortunate.!
The English translation is by the i
poet, Richard Wilbur, who retains
the flavor and rhymed verse of
the original. Itis difficult to praise
Rene Auberjonols' ' Tartuffe too
highly. His mannerisms and acting
Deann Mears and Rene Auberjonois
ability are so strong that he domIn Moliere's "Tartuffe"
inates the stage whenever he is
present. Dc Ann Mears, as the
object of Tartuffe's affection, pre- Tyrone is a very lonely and deIs a dated play, written In the
sents a well thought -out charac- pressed woman who was once given slapstick mode. It Is kept afloat
terization. Paul Shenar as Valere morphine by an irresponsible doc- solely due to the brilliant talents
(Orgon's prospective son-in-law), tor, and has never been strong of Rene Auberjonols in the role
is far too stiff in his role, as enough to completely break her of Fancourt Babberly. The play was
he is in every role that he has addiction. The elder son drifted alive and extremely humorous
taken for ACT. In summary, this onto the stage at an early age, whenever he was on stage, but dull
play Is remarkable In its balance, but having no ambition and only and tedious when he was off. The
and exciting in its viewing.
moderate talent, never become a other characters carried out their
success. He would spend his money parts adequately, but their roles
on liquor and women, although hav- were not meaty enough to mainLong Day's Journey Into Night
ing a deep love for his younger tain Interest.
autobiographO'Neill's
Eugene
Edmund Is a
ical masterpiece Is being presented brother, Edmund.
Thieves' Carnival
but
one who has a
young
adventurer
this
ACT
two
versions
seain
by
light comedy Is
Anouilh's
He
learns
Jean
In
poet.
touch
of
the
son. The conceptions of the two
set in the fashionable clique of
consumption
the
he
has
play
that
and
directors, Byron Ringland
RobVichy France. The story concerns
ert Goldsby, do not markedly dif- and must spend time in a sanltor- a trio of bungling
jewel thieves,
to
be
lum
order
cured.
in
fer, and each cast has its strongThe Goldsby cast Includes Pater- who are led on by a bored but
er and weaker members, so that
seeking society maand Dukes, adventure
I would not recommend either one son, Nlckols, Schuck,
while the Ringland* cast members tron. The plot Is light, but does
above the other.
not move along as freely as one
This is an extremely tense and are Bieri, Paton, Tovatt, and
would like. Indeed, the excitement,
andßaWilliam
Paterson
Grimm.
one
engrosing drama, leaving
limp,
vitality, and great humor of the
and feeling as if he has been mon Bieri are both excellent in
act lead Into a tedious sefirst
role
of
while
Tyrone,
the
James
One
through an emotional wringer.
act that eventually draws to
cond
a
more
is as worn out at the end as after Angela Paton presents
its
obvious
conclusion. Ruth Koof
Mary
Tyrone
picture
of
neurotic
Wagner's
sitting through one
as the wealthy matron, turned
Ring Cycle, and also as strongly than does Josephine Nlckols. The bart,
in an enjoyable performance, and
satisfied and moved by the ex- elder son is played in a more
the
other performers handled their
style
by
Schuck,
extroverted
John
perience.
roles
competently.
whose
unTovatt,
The story concerns one day's than by Patrick
well
BERT SPILKER
did
not
fit
as
in
deracting
of
the
Tythe
life
interactions in
rone family, who are staying at with the rest of the cast. Both
their summer home in Connecticut. portraits of Edmund were compeThe parents and two grown sons tent, but not particularly outare all sympathetic characters, standing
On Tuesday, Jan. 23 Project
The language Is strong and movwith very serious problems, that
Balance
and the Public Affairs
cause most of their Intercourse to ing, and the play is a highly dra- Committee will sponsor the showseeing by
be quite strained. James Tyrone matic work that is worth
ing of "THE OTHER VIETNAM"
is the miserly father who spent any serious playgoer.
at 12:10 p.m. in the West Lounge
his adult years as an actor of
Charlie's Aunt
of Millberry Union.
This farce by Brandon Thomas
great but squandered talents. Mrs.

,

Nationally Certified Skin Diving Instruction

The Bamboo Reef
584 FOURTH STREET
FOURTH AT BRANNAN

YU 2-2510
SAN FRANCISCO

the

WISHING WELL
603 Irving

S E 1-6433

SADDLE N SIRLOIN
Bth & IRVING
"COUNTRY-STYLE MUSIC
�RECENTLY REMODELED
LO 6-5000

SAN FRANCISCO

Idealfor the
quick lunch
2 blocks from Hospital
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Program Council
in Active Year

JOURNALISM '67
By Dave Bomar

It is, of course, not my contention that the above atrocity Is
typical for the New York Times,
although that paper has had its
share of bloopers over the years.
Indeed, one of the most astute and
respected of modern reporters has
been Arthur Krock, of that paper's
Washington Bureau. Mr. Krock,
whose retirement last year left
the newspaper world much the
poorer, made some trenchant obreplete) or with informed opinion servations in U.S. News andWorld
(e.g. National Review, Commen- Report (December 29, 1966);
tary), but the Influence of these
"Question: Is there a tendency
media on Mr. Average American these days for Governmentofficials
is' small. In order to inform, or to use the newsmen? Answer: Yes, I
perhaps entertain, himself Mr. A.A« think the use of the press in that
relies on the well-known "mass respect has grown greatly, beginmedia."
ning with Franklin Roosevelt. You
In the September SYNAPSE I see, the Government has the greatcommented on the relationship be- est public-relations mactiine in the
tween the mass media and last world. It can make, as statements
summer's urban riots. In that ar- of fact, statements that a reporter
ticle I contended (and presently is unable to check because he has
contend)'that "the American press no way of checking."
The best example of this menis not living up to Its responsibilities." (Let me add American tality is the famous statement of
television, radio and motion pic- Arthur Sylvester, Assistant Sectures to American press, as these retary of Defense for Public Afare also influential media.) Andby fairs, to the New York Chapter of
responsibilities I mean the neces- Sigma Delta Chi: "It is basic
sity that mass media be critical, throughout history, that it is the
skeptical, and independent in their government's right, and therefore
reporting and editing. By no means

Included in the modus operandi
of every free society is a free and
responsible communications system. The actual modes of communication are quite numerous, but the
really Important media in terms of
general influence are few. That is
to say, there are any number of
small circulation special interest
publications dealing with a specialized discipline(wlth which publications the Mcd Center library is

-

do I preclude the presence of bias
or prejudice in a newspaper's
policy, but I ask that this bias
be explicit insofar as possible.
The preceding constitutes
the
sine qua non of ethical reportage,
as I interpret it.

The Press
Nearly every high

OFFICE
OPENS

ONFEBS

school and
college instructor of my acquaintance dutifully regards the New
York Times as the greatest and

.

the people's right, Inherent tf necessary, to He to save itself. This
seems to me basic."
Thus, It becomes evident that any
reporter is going to have trouble
gathering news facts, when there Is
a well-trained public relations unit
interceding between that reporter
and the actual bureaucratic machinery. It is, naturally, axiomatic that
any organization does

not willingly

and voluntarily hand out facts that
are contrary to its best Interests.
So, if news stories do not really
get as close to the heart of a
particular matter as one would
wish, the rise of public relations
may be one reason.

The Decline
of Competition

The Millberry Union Program
Council is an organization designed
to coordinate the following activities: SYNAPSE, Mcdi- Cal, Public
Affairs Committee, FilmCommittee, arts, and athletics. The council also serves as liason between
the Associated Students and the
Union in these matters. The chairman or editor of the above activities sits on the Program Council,
which is headed itself by an appointed student. The chairman of
the Program Council represents
the council and the Union members
on the Board of Governors, the
final authority on Union activities.
The council acts as a clearing
house for ideas and provides an
opportunity for various committee
chairman to inform one another of
upcoming activities. The Council

In addition to the above mentioned
responsibilities, the Council has
been instrumental in the produc-

tion of the Student Art Show, and

by its vote and Influence has started
the wheels turning to place a juke
box in the student cafeteria. The
juke box should be present before

the end of the current quarter.
The Council is now involved in
the establishment of a committee
of representatives of Bay Area
colleges to act as a group in block
bookings of major speakers and entertainers for the purpose of con-

serving funds.)

(Any new or old student who Is
interested in the operation of his
student Union and who desires to
make his voice heard in any comAccording to Arthur Krock,
mittee or in the Synapse, or who
"Competition is a check upon any also approves the budgets of these has any suggestions need only
excessive use of editorial or man- numerous groups.)
contact Milanna Nickliss of Millagerial power in a newspaper. It's
bery Union Program Department,
a constant check." In the article
MU central desk, Jim McNamara
(The Council has been functionaccompanying this one, I demon(SYNAPSE editor*) or Dr. Jim
ing for less than one and onestrated some of the benefits of half years; and last years accom- Jacobson (Program Council Chairpluralism. This analysis might plishments were minimal.This year man).
well be carried over to the field
of journalism. A number of comto page 19
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most wonderful thing to happen to
American journalism. This paper
is supposed to be the prototype
of impartiality and objectivity in
reporting, which is about as far
from the truth as can be. For
example, I borrow the following
from National Review (September
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Seals
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June 25 London/S.F.
June 17 London/S.F.
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N.Y./London

London/S.F.
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June 19 London/N.Y.

N.Y./London
N.Y./London

June 26 London/N.Y.
June 26 London/N.Y.

2

TWA

60

19, 1967):

3

TWA

60

S.F./London
S.F./London
S.F./London

"Danang,August 21 (Associated
Press Dispatch) Answering a radioed call for help, U-S. helicopter
pilot Steve Pless saw fifty Vietcong torturing four wounded Ameri-

4

LUFTHANSA

60

S.F./Paris

can soldiers on the beach below...
it took twenty minutes of scrambling across a soft South China Sea
beach 65 miles south of Danang
Saturday to drag three of the
Americans aboard Pless's helicopter. A South Vietnamese air
force helicopter picked up the body
of the fourth, whose throat had been
cut , ." This is the wording of
an AP dispatch.
In the Times of August 21, the
story read (on page 5); "Capt.
Steve Pless, a United States Marine helicopter pilot, answering a
radioed call for help, saw fifty
Vietcong holding four wounded American soldiers on the beach below.
.It;Ytook twenty minutes of

.

.

scrambling acro3s the beach of the
South CWlfla Sea 65 miles south of
Danang

three of the Ameri-

cans aboard the helicopter. A South
Vietnamese Air Force helicopter
picked up the body of the fourth."
Impartiality? Objective reporting?
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$456.50
c

$456.50
$456.50
$476.50
"

$245.00
$245.00
$245.00

$245.00 [

CAL FLIGHTS is a non-profit service of the Associated Students of the University of California, Berkeley, to provide members of the University community with low-cost air transportation to and from Europe during the summer months.
The low fares shown above have been established by the major airlines for groups of 50 or more passengers travelling
together to and from Europe. Travel will be on regularly scheduled jet flights, not charter flights. No one-way flights are available. All passengers must pay a full fare, except that children over 2 and under 12 pay only half-fare and occupy their own seat.
Infants under 2 occupy the same seat as their parent and pay these round-trip fares: to London—s24.so; to Paris—s26.so. In addition, A.S.U.C. charges each passenger a non-refundable $5 fee to cover administrative costs. No insurance is provided by the
A.S.U.C.
These flights will be open to all students, faculty, and staff members of any campus of the University of California if they hold
such status throughout the six-month period preceding flight departure. The spouse, children, and parents living in the same household as the eligible person may also participate, providing they accompany the eligible student, faculty member, or staff member.
Additional information will be available when the Cal Flights office re-opens on February 5, 1968.
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FROM THE VANDERBILT HUSTLER

Napalm

and

(FROM THE VANDERBILT HUSTLER,
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Term.)

Why were you on Rand Terrace Friday afternoon? I'll tell you
why I was there: I wanted to see a dog burn. I heard them say, "We
are going to burn a dog," and Iwas right there to watch the carnage,
though I knew from childhood experience that it would make me
sick and in spite of the fact that I am "against that sort of thing."
Some people said they were there to see if it would really happen.
Is that any different? If it really had happened, then they were there
simply to see the dog burn, just like me.
Others said they were there to stop it. I doubt it. The police would
have done that; we all knew it. And then there would have been
just maybe
somebody
another fight with Metro, and maybe
else would get shot. And, of course, those who came to "make
sure somebody stopped it" had it all over the rest of us. They were
guaranteed their blood either way. They get a cremated dog or a
fist-fight. How lucky can you get?

—

—

POOCH AND PETROL
And suppose some jock really meant to step in and say, "Hippie,
spare that dog." How soon would he do so? Once the heat is on, it
is too late; and how couldhe be sure it was really going to happen before the flames began? And if he did step in soon enough, if he threw
himself between pooch and petrol, why did he come?
Because a dog was going to die, that's why. And it is very difficult
for me to understand whatdifference the fastidious emotional responses make when they all share this foundation: "A dog is going to
die, and I want to be therefor one reason or another. I wouldn't miss
it for the world."
We seem to run to death like flies to garbage. It is the one elemental human experience that we are allowed, even encouraged to
watch. Our reaction to it is so universaland commonplace that chasing the screaming fireengine is now a joke.
SELDOM DISAPPOINTED
We stop to look at car wrecks and are seldom disappointed. A "good
lick" in football (which has replaced baseball as our favorite sport)
is one that you can hear all over the stadium, one that looks like it
jerked the guy's head off. And we keep watching tensely in the
hope that such an 'atrocity will take place.
Bullfighting is now an art, they tell me. The cold-blooded, methodical murder of the bull is surrounded by gay silk and thousands
and thousands of cheering spectators, many of whose empathy produces involuntary orgasm. Boxing is even better. It is more fair, after
all, and our presence does not necessarily imply that we really want
to see someone drop dead. Although we do.
perhaps because we all experience them and live to
Somehow
talk about it
we know that birth and reproduction are obscene in
public. We know that you don't call the neighbors to watch your child
be born or to witness the sex act. And nature tries to hide the prenatal period because she knows we would bring our cameras if we
could. We have, in fact, even invaded the womb now and plaster pornographic pictures of its contents on the cover and pages of "Life,"
the national magazine.
TRIUMPH OF FILTH
And speaking of fare for children, who didn't save and cherish
that triumph of filth when "Life" covered the President's assassination? Each frame of this country's most outrageous burlesque
show was exposed on page after page for our perusal and delight.
Why did that street sign have to be in the way? Although we have our

'

——
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Financial Aid
Deadline Nears

Nausea

album of Mrs. Kennedy in total distraction scrambling all over the
top of the car, her hat falling off, her thighs exposed, we would trade
all those pictures for that one of the President's head exploding.
Manchester even made a book of that movie, and it is in our libraries
and on our desks.
No one seems to realize how obscene death is. Or, maybe we do,
unconsciously or not, and insist on making its obscenity acceptable
and even respectable, as "Playboy," the mildest of obscenities,
became acceptable and respectable long ago.
WATCH YOUR FRIEND
The deathbed scene is still the best part of any movie, after all.
And in real life —well, you just haven't lived until you get co watch
someone (preferably your best friend or a member of the family)
experience the ultimate sensation right before your ogling eyes.
What is war good for, after all, except to make such a moment available to the masses?
For the less fortunate, we have funerals. Come and see what death
can do for you. Who needs encouragement? We make it a social affair;
there is an American Way ofDeath now. If you can't be there to see
her take it off, the next best thing is to put her on display for two or
three days after she does. We even take pictures of this —pin-ups
of a dead brother or friend.
Some of us have made a religion of the spectacle of death. We don't
have models of the manger around our houses, though it symbolizes
the happiest moment in the history of Western Man. We don't have replicas of a tomb on gold necklaces, though it is our only hope as
Christians. Instead, we feed on the agony of the cross. It is everywhere. We make it a hundred feet tall in bronze for the church or out
of plastic for the car, but it is big ones that are the best. In them,
we get the close-ups, the tortured face, the blood and nails, every
sickening detail of the destruction of our Perfect Man. What more
could anyone ask?
TWO INCHES OF SKIN
And now the question that remains for us to face —as if leaving
these unfaced were not to silence even the crassest writer —the
last question is, "What is so bad about napalm?" What is wrong with
a substance that clings to the flesh until it consumes itself and about
two inches of skin with it? We have the bomb, sure, but that is no
fun. We can't watch that. We had Nazi genocide —a real triumph,
let's face it —but there aren't enough pictures of that. We have had
boiling oil and crosses and guillotines and nooses, but they are now
old hat.
We needed something new, something more in keeping with our
plastic, fantastic generation. Since we can experience deathbut once,
we must do variations on the theme. We test the possibilities and
save the pictures. And we save the pictures. And we finance and
endorse the invention and use of napalm, not as a product of a scientific depravity that insists on empiricism, but as a monument to the
depravity that is not satisfied with distant carnage, demanding to see
it right there on Rand Terrace; the depravity that produces and
leers at the worst pornography of all; the depravity that began with
Cain when he murdered his brother and continues to infest the family
of man at dear old VU.

February 1, 10G8, is the deadline for submitting financial aid
applications for the 19G8-G9 academic year and for being interviewed by the Financial Aid Officer
or a member of his staff. Application forms are still available
in the Office of the Dean of Students, Room GC-U, and students
who have not yet made interview
appointments should do so immediately (Ext, 10G3). Completed
applications should be brought to
the interview.
Students who meet the February
1 deadline will be notified of their
19G8-G!) financial aidawards during
the first week in June. Late applications will be reviewed on a
second priority basis, depending
upon the availability of funds, and
students will be notified of their
awards during the first week of
September.

ATTENTION!
According to

U. S. law, all
aliens are to report their name
and address to the nearest U. S.
Post Office.
David Vincent
WHERE ARE
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Dental Hygiene

SHOCKLEY REVISITED

Christmas Project

Dr. William Shockley And Entrenched Dogmatism
By Dr. William Garoutte
The presentation "Entrenched Dogmatism and Human Agony"
by Nobellist William Shockley on November 9th astounded scientifically critical observers by its simplistic assumptions, glib inferences, and ingeniously-phrased statements of principle. The
sequence began with the first two words of the title. "Entrenched
Dogmatism" was used to refer to the idea that Negroes may be the
equals of whites. Actually this idea is new, and has only become
widespread in the past 20-30 years. On the other hand, the idea
that Negroes are inferior has been held by a large proportion of
Americans for 300 years. Slavery demanded an A PRIORI assumption of Negro sub-humanity, bolstered by dogmatism and passed
down from generation to generation to justify its existence in a
nation devoted to equality and the precepts of a Christian God.
Judge for yourself where the "Ertrenched Dogmatism" lies.

Scientific Method
Scientifically, the most shocking aspect of the presentation was
the refusal to submit the ideas proposed to critique or question.
As the mathematician Peano said, "A good or bad argument is not
dependent on taste or inner feelings but on the argument's having
the property of validity which is publically testable." Such testability requires careful definition of terms. A student in the audience
on Nov. 29 asked Dr. Shockley what he meant by "IQ", a term which
he has used throughout his many presentations on the subject of Negro inferiority. He refused to define the term.
A similar deficit is the lack of an accurate meaning of the term
'Negro*. As historians and sociologists are well aware, American
Negroes are one of the most heterogeneous groups on the face of

What About Research
It is difficult to conceive a research plan involving humans
which could adequately take into account skin color and other socalled 'racial' characteristics. Studies of twins cannot do this.
The very carefully worded statement of the National Academy of
Sciences (SCIENCE, Nov. 17, 1967) details some major difficulties
implicit in this problem.
On the other hand, it is not true that no research is being done.
In Dr. Shockley's own University just last month, an astounding
genetic tour-de-force was reported by a group under the leadership of Nobel Laureate Arthur Kornberg, who constructed selfreplicable DNA. Discoveries in genetics are truly coming thick
and fast. There is no question of the future availability of information, on genetics of individuals or of groups. Whether humanity will be socially prepared to make constructive use of the
information, however, arouses much worry, both in the scientific
and non-scientific communities (SCIENCE Editorial Aug. 11, 1967);

the Earth. What proportion of non-Caucasian ancestry is required
for a person to be labeled 'Negro'? One hundred percent? Onefourth? One-sixty-fourth? The common use of the term refers to
anyone who is known to have had v Negro ancestor at ANY degree
of remove. Such genetic vagueness and variability make valid
studies of this 'race' impossible.
■These comments suggest that Dr. Shockley's thesis is truly writ
on sand. He demands that research (undefined) be undertaken to test
whether the IQ (undefined) of Negroes (undefined) is inferior (undefined) to the IQ (undefined) of Caucasians (undefined). Is this a
scientific question?

-

S.F. CHRONICLE, Dec. 14, 1967).

A Solution?

Heredity or Environment
Beginning

The suggestion that mandatory contraception be used to solve the
problem has much in common with the Nazi "Final Solution of the
Jewish Problem." This denial or removal of rights seems to me a
most destructive idea which must be scotched at its inception. The
comment that "Social action should only follow prolonged debate" is
not enough, since debate does not always mean enlightenment. Proposition 14 here in- California is a good recent example of this:

with Francis Galton's delightful monograph on the
Darwin-Galton and other families, it has been recognized that much
of the potential of genius is inherited. And similarly, the studies of
the Jukes and Kallikaks demonstrated classicallythat inferior potential may be hereditary. This point of view is not arguable.
It is equally unarguable that environment has something to do
with personal development. Otherwise, why do we make such a
fuss about the quality of our schools? Without belaboring the
point, it is clear that BOTH individual genetic inheritance and individual environment are important in the development of the

—

after considerable debate, California voted (unconstitutionally) to
prevent Negroes from encroaching on the'whitepreserve'. Also worth
reading to this point is "IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE" by another
Nobel Laureate, Sinclair Lewis.

individual.

Racism

Some Post Hoc, Propter Hoc Deductions

a beauthink on
his feet. We must bow to him as a master of this technical ability.
This, however, is not an indication of scientific thought —far from
it
and I am reminded that in the 19305, many persons justified
Adolph Hitler's excesses with the placating comment "but he is really
sincere."
A 'racist' by-definition (STANDARD COLLEGE DICTIONARY) is
someone who proposed "An excessive and irrational belief in or advocacy of the superiority of a given group, people or nation, usually
one's own, on the basis of racial differences having no scientific
validity." Dr. Shockley insists he is not a racist, yet he has been
making strong pleas for ideas which fit the dictionary definition,
and which have been identified with white racism in the United
States for hundreds of years. His ideas are unusual only in that he is
the first Nobel Laureate to advocate white superiority in this way.
But the old haggard racist ideas do not become any more respectable for being elegantly presented by a Nobel Laureate.
John Stuart Mill wrote years ago "of all the vulgar modes of
escaping from the consideration of the effect of social and moral influences on the human mind, the most vulgar is that of attributing
the diversities of conduct and character to inherent natural differ-

—
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Dr. Shockley is a superb speaker, with humor, sincerity,
tiful command of his language, and a tremendous capacity to

Testing of military recruits has been shown that "between WWI
and 1966 the average IQ of people labeled Negro declined some 5
points." Dr. Shockley suggested that this change is due to "genetic

deterioration of Negroes."
Let us examine the populations which are compared. At the time
of WWI, Negro inferiority was a 'proven' and legally-defined concept, and the American military in 1917 was absolutely segregated.
Because of segregation, only Negroes of superior ability or aggressiveness were able to come far enough from the Deep South, to be educated and to be tested.
On the other hand, by 1966 segregation had become illegal, and
many Negroes of low as well as high levels of ability and educational background had moved out of the oppressive South into the North
and West where they were available for testing. Thus, the change that
has been attributed to "genetic deterioration" can more appropriately be accounted for by the natures of the population groups being
compared. The two groups possibly differ in genetic character, true,
but even more strikingly in environmental, social, and educational
history. Blaming the difference on genetic changes is the sort of
POST HOC, PROPTER HOC reasoning recently warned against by
Nobel Laureate W.R. Hess (SCIENCE, Dec. 8, 1967).
Another-point brought- up -was the statistical difference between-

Negro and non-Negro IQs on standard testing. Again the statistically
lower scores of the Negro group were said to be due to genetic
differences, without serious consideration of additional variables,
such as:
(1) Perinatal differences. Individual defects may be caused by
inadequate nutrition, illness, etc. of pregnant mothers and/or newborn infants. These are functions of social and economic level,
and so are more common among the Negro group.
(2) Educational differences. On the basis of money spent, it is
well known that most Negro children still are provided much
poorer educational opportunities than Caucasians. Cf. "CASTE
AND CLASS IN A SOUTHERN TOWN" by John Dollard.
(3) Cultural differences. Both the remnants of the historical slave
culture, and present-day differential treatment based on skin color
change the nature of learning.
The first two of these factors are probably expressible in statistical terms; the third is not. I suggest reading of "BLACK LIKE
ME" by John Griffith, and "MANCHILD IN THE PROMISED LAND"
by Claude Brown as an attempt to fill this gap.

On Thursday December 7, the
Junior and Senior DH's celebrated
the Christmas season beforefinals
at a dental hygiene faculty-student
Christmas party. One of the main
purposes of their get together was
to wrap Christmas toys and food
for a needy family adopted by the
U. C. component of the Junior
American Dental Hygiene Association.
Delicious party refreshments
were made and served by the
D H Instructors and members of
the senior class. Creative entertainment was provided by the
Junior DH's in which they presented an original Christmas play
spoofing the DH instructors and
lab clinic situations, as well as,
a Christmas poem based on biblical texts in keeping with the season entitled "Wilt thou pass or
flunkith?" Christmas Carols were
sung and a good time was enjoyed
by all.
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The Drinking
is available
Gourd (see ad)
afternoons, early evenings for
special groups. Call 435-1505.

(Bar available

gig:: Miscellaneous WB3&
WANTED: Fencing partner. Call
597-0027

THE TIME IS NOW
Your life can be extended indefinitely by having your body frozen
immediately after death and kept
in cryogenic storage. Reanimation
will depend on the future capabilities of medical science. For information: write to
Cryonics
Society of California, 22020 San

—

Miquel, Woodland Hills, California
91364.
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Poetry

RUSK AND RIOT
AT THE FAIRMONT
My Inspiration, You
Even though I hardly know you,
you're in my thoughts day by day,

And these thoughts are very close to me,
while you're many miles away.
I try to forget you,
As I really have no right.
To even think about you,
During the day or at night
You once told me there was nothing,
Tliat it was best to end it there,
But ag I push you from my mind,
I see you everywhere.
Now I am not a dreamer,
Nor do I seek what is unreal,
But if you were a fairy tale,
I'd probably think about you still.

Maybe it's only infatuation,
And will never come to be,
But even still I think of you.

So what else is there for me.
Should I go on a wondering.
As I have for months gone by,
Or make a date to see you,
And homeward bound to fly.
I can't help but remember,
Those eyes so filled with blue,
Nor the smile so warm and friendly,
That could belong to only you.
Now life is filled with hopes and dreams,
And many do come true,
Maybe what I feel is no dream at all,
But sincere love for you.

A Reply

to Dental Students

Although we'll all of us agree
A student's life is rough,
There's more to learning dentistry
Your story's not enough.

—

For instance, there's the lecture class
Which runs a minute late.
It's nine o'clock and you will sass
The clinic cannot wait.
And when we cut the lecture short
Lest you should get hysteria,
We find its coffee that you sought
At yonder cafeteria.

find

"For our group there was no

You take exams so we can find
Which facts have been neglected.
In innocence our eyes are blind
To what we have collected.

In grading them we learn quite soon
Of little nests of knowledge
Which radiate across the room
To help you get thru college.
You write exams in books of blue
On questions most specific

And we go blind attempting to

Translate your heiroglyphics.

We grade exams'' till late at night
To find where credit's due
So you can claim we act in spite
And had it in for you.

"Look at the lousy grade he gave"
You say when grades are low,
But give you "A" and you will rave
Your efforts made it so.
You're late to class and bold as salt
You clatter to your seat.
But when it comes to finding fault
You're first and can't be beat.
So let's be straight and call a spade
A spade and not a club.
You should have heard the fuss we made
About our teachers, bub.
Dr. Howard M. Meyers

Address: To a Chinese Abacus
{Hoc Sum Chin, Red China's Physicist)
As light nuclei.
The tears my mathematician
Shall be as the countless sands
The tears shall be
Of Alamogordo
AS of the forgiveness
The tears my abacus counter
The tears shall be denounced
Shall be as multiplied
By you Dr. Chin
As the second moments
spent
with
So
us
By worlds and universes
new form.
Of
The tears beyond your
Chin Theorem shall be
Are you my anti-abacus counter
Upon one family of conscience
ready?
Leon Spiro

.

,

warning. The cops just ran us
down. Some people got hit with
SECRETARY DEAN RUSK
night sticks
they used mace on
us. It wasn't the strong kind of
"The United States is studying mace that made your eyes pain;
the recent Hanoi peace gestures it just made them water. My room
and will soon disclose the results mate Peter saw the police beat
publicly." Secretary of State Dean one hand cuffed demonstrator on
Rusk told an audience of 1200 at the mouth and I saw two people
the Fairmont Hotel Friday night. being put on stretchers. People
"l cannot say more for fear of were running in all directions."
predjudlclng the results of these
Although Rusk did not see the

-

Having known someone as kind as you,

And when each day begins,
There is for all to see tis true,
The reflection of both the sky and sea,
In your lovely eyes filled with blue,
At last this poem is ended,
And it isn't hard to see,
That I received all my inspiration,
From a girl named Lora Lee.
Daniel C. Garcia
Curriculum in Med.
Illustration

-

tissue."

For when we have our eyes compelled
to read till we go lame,
We find the only thing you've spelled
Correctly is your name.

For people are very common.
Over the earth they cover miles,
But one could walk for years and years,
To find one with your smiles.
Though the skies are blue as ever,
The oceans too provide,
Nothing else can resemble.
The secret that your eyes hide.

"None of the people around me
heard it
but later, people at
the other end of the group said
San Francisco police had ordered
the group to disperse."

We study late to read behind
Both sides of every issue
So you can say, "These guys couldn't

A light thru paper

peace feelers". Rusk told the audience at a dinner-meeting sponsored by the Commonwealth Club
and the World Affairs Council of
Northern California. "If this is
really a move towards peace," he
continued, "Hanoi will have no
trouble with us."
While Rusk talked of peace,
violence erupted on the sidewalks
across from the Fairmont Hotel
where some 300 youthful war protestors had come to picket the
Secretary of State.
"Everything was going fineuntil
7:30 pm," said Joe Howard, member Marin County steering committee of the Peace and Freedom
Party, who witnessed the clash
between the police riot squad and
demonstrators. "Before that time,
picketing was peacful. The demon-

_jfl

must not let this happen here"
Rusk affirmed.
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Constitution, but added "that it
does not mean we will tolerate
violence and invasion," "When I
was a student in Germany during
the thirties I saw the Nazi storm
troopers take the platforms away
from the democratic elements we

one-fourth Peace and Freedom
Party supporters."

Jl

I

demonstration, he defended the
right of Americans to demonstate
peacefully as guarenteed by the

strators were mainly college students, hippies, activists from many
organizations and approximately

AM

_■

"Police allowed us to have 15
demonstrators on the sidewalk directly in front of the Fairmont
after another man and myself complained that they had already allowed 10 people from Australian
Airlines, who were picketing over
something else, to walk there. The
remainder of the demonstators gathered on the sidewalk opposite the
Fairmont Hotel."
"Suddenly, a member of the
crowd of demonstators threw a
balloon filled with red liquid at
the hotel, splattering the building.
From a side street, whlte-helmeted "riot squad" police charged

us.

Regardless of the outcome,
I can be happy and say,
I met a wonderful human being,
During my brief earthly stay.

Has given meaning to my life,
How lucky will the man be,
who has you for his wife.

(Penny Hermes, a laboratory technician for Dr. Andrea Blum of the department of medicine and a graduate
student in journalism at Berkeley, acted as reporter for the SYNAPSE
Thursday, January 11, for the speech
for Secretary of State Dean Rusk to
the Commonwealth Club at the Fairmont Hotel. The following are her observations on the speech by Secretary
Rusk and of the demonstrations outside the Fairmont.)
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" A Masterpiece."
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REFLECTIONS in CRYSTAL
By

Mark Cushman

Sunset. A man is walking alone
along the side of a road through
the crisp, cold air of December

A voice is heard over the receiver, "Listen closely, Man.
Don't you know that you have failed to pay for these calls? You
can expect to find yourself in
this position again and again until you pay the bills which we have
sent you for these calls."
But the man knows that he will
never be able to pay these bills,
because he doesn't have the right
kind of money. He looks up from
his bow and smiles at one prismatic crystal which is attached to
the outside of the booth. His wide
eyes are pressed close to the glass

in the mountains. The only sound
which can be heard distinctly is
the crunching of his boots against
thick ice which covers the road.
All else is muffled by a boundless
blanket of fresh, powdery snow.
Only he is unfrozen.
It is not a well-traveled road.
He is not going anywhere because
he is already THERE, or rather,
almost there. He is almost home.
Only one telephone call for final wall.
directions uid he can find home.
He walks slowly to a pay-tele- Gaze into the crystal, Man
phone which is locacd in a desert- For now the Time has come
ed gas station. Stepping into the Bathed in so profound a peace
booth and closing the door behind, Diffracting light from setting sun
he notices that the forms outside
the booth now appear distorted, Gaze into the crystal, Man
with only vague outlines. Moisture
In frozen brilliance it has come
has condensed on the outside of the Makes me think of life we missed
booth and then frozen to produce As you and crystal now are one
a myriad of individually fashioned, transparent crystals.
You never felt its essence
As he removes the receiver And didn't know the flaw
from its hook and places it against That where you looked to find it
his ear, the telephone begins to Reflections, what you saw
ring rhythmically back into his
ear, much the same as it would
if he had already completed the
call and still owed more money.
But it is not an ordinary ringing.
It seems to originate from within
as well as from without. He becomes dizzy as physical and mental strength are drained. Gravity
and weakness force him to kneel
Hardbacks Paperbacks
on the concrete foundations of
Books for Children
the booth and to bow his head, he
Distinctive GreetingCards
wants desperately to remove the
receiver from his ear but this is
2130 Irving Street
impossible because he is frozen
MO 1-3137
with fear. The ringing has stopped.
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Student Voice
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Medical Center ESPECIALLY, it is
inconceivable that it would exist
at all.
I could stand here and recite
a myriad of examples on other
U.C. UNDERGRADUATE cam

-

Senate committees have not only faculty judge faculty, regarding
been met with acceptance, but with teaching ability. As a wild analogy,
outright enthusiasm from the re- suppose students were allowed to
spective Senates. Two excellent grade students, based on their

examples are the campuses at analysis of a classmates individUCL\ and Irvine. The Academic ual effort or constructive questions
Senates on these campuses have asked in class discussions. Or
students sitting on their commitperhaps one might grade classtees of EDUCATIONAL POLICY, mates based on the degree of co-

LIBRARY, ACADEMIC FREEDOM
AND BUDGET INTERDEPARTMENTAL RELATIONS. What is
really disheartening to me and to
many of my fellow students is
that these are undergraduate representatives on undergrad
uate campuses.
While the students at UCMC
are supposedly more mature, older, wiser and regarded as professionals (abeit neophytic) than
their undergrad brothers, our requests for inclusion on certain
Senate committees are greeted
with a patronizing attitude at best
and a complete negation at worst.
We are told that students would
.be allowed (note the word) to sit
in as GUESTS (again note the word)
on only one really important committee (i.e. the Educational Policy
committee) —but with the stipulation that at any time the committee
feels matters being discussed are
not relevant to students per se,
then the students present will be
requested to leave. Why is it that
some faculty, of all places here at
the Medical Center, have such a
low regard for the capability of
our students to judge such matters for themselves? Does the philosophy of "In Loco Parentis "prevail on this campus only in our
Academic Senate? I certainly hope
notI One of the committees that we
students feel a necessity to be included on is the Budgetary Interdepartmental Relations 'Committee. This request was based on
the simple logical assumption that
student members on this committee, possessing information com-

-

-
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ordination and common sense during lab experiments. Come to think
of it, that latter point would not
be a bad idea. The near misses I
have had at extermination because of a ten thumbed neighbor
in chemistry labs, are too numerous to mention.
I know that in some schools
on this campus, students do sit
in on Curriculum, Educational
Policy, etc. committees. However,
with the shift at this Center from
a conglomeration of schools
campus, to an integrated interdisciplinary-course oriented Health
Science Center, it is incumbent
upon this Senate to initiate changes
and to utilize student opinion campuswide in formulating educational
policy, in considering faculty promotions, and in deciding library
use and policy, scholarships and
courses of instruction.
As a beginning, I am asking,
on behalf of the ASUCMC, that
this Senate take under immediate
consideration the appointment of
students, as exofficio members,
to the EducationalPolicy, Library,
and Budget-Interdepartmental Relations Committees. Insofar as the
Budgetary Committee, the role of
the student members would be
simply to present data, compiled
from the aforementioned FacultyCourse Evaluations, in order that
the teaching efficacy of a Faculty
member would be consideredfrom
a student's point of view also when
granting promotions Since theMcd
Center usually hires the best
teachers available, this student
based evaluation data can only

the Educational Policy and Library
Committees is not only logical but
practical. Concerning the Educational Policy Committees, the
changing philosophy in health care
is placing more emphasis not only
on medical treatment based on the
"whole" patient, or the "Ecological" approach to health care,
but this philosophy is also altering the entire concept of education in the health sciences. The
traditional, separate entities of a
Medical School, Pharmacy school,
etc. there simply cannot provide
the kind of education necessary
to cover the spectrum and philosophy of an Ecological approach in
health care treatment. Students,
faculty, and administration are
all aware of this development and
right now is the time for this Senate to utilize all parties in determining educational policy. Each
has a stake in the future course
of health science education and
each has a useful contribution to
make.
As far as the Library Committee is concerned, the most directly affected, the greatest users of,
and the best source of information regarding needs, deficiencies
and efficacy of the Library are the
students. Here again, policy and
future direction must utilize students to be most successful and
effective. t ■. •-.....
My request to this Senate would
have been considered impossible
5 years ago, but today I believe it
simply to be a common sense
answer to an avoidable and unnecessary problem.
1 would like to close by quoting
a phrase of Emerson's, which'l
have somewhat modified in order
to make it more applicable.
Recognition of student opinion
and judgment advances by impossibilities achieved.

BUY & DRIVE THE BEST $$ VALUE FOR 1968 DELIVERY
ANY PLACE SAVE HUNDREDS)

SKI
INCLINE

Student American Medical Association;
(S.A.M.A. LIFE
A.Ph. A UFE American Pharmaceutical Association, and
other professional groups.)
Telephone: 755-3770
Minnesota Mutual Life Insurance Company
■

er-evaluation data, could offer the the granting of an instructors promost valid and important criteria motion.
The request for membership on
in judging a faculty member's

teaching ability. The Associated
Students already has prepared an
puses where student requests for evaluation survey form for such
involvement and participation on a purpose. As it stands right now,

Exclusive representatives of insurance plans especially
designed for members of their professional associations.
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Food Service
From page 1

large part at the source, rather than in our kitchen (Portion cut, not cooked).

been instituted and implemented, this must in time reflect

better conditions for all. For
some period of time the department had been without
meaningful direction. This in
itself posed a considerable

This type of examination
was not confined only to the
meat products, but to the other
commodities we use in food
preparation as well.
problem to overcome; hopeCould you please write
QUESTION:
fully I say, and believe this
a short statement on your
problem is being alleviated.
role as food service manager
It is not my intent nor my feelrelating to student needs or
to
imply
nor
do
intend
I
ing,
desires. In other words, to
any criticism on my precedeswhom do you feel you owe
sors. Conditions apparently
the greatest obligation, and
beyond their immediate conwhy?
(i.e. Students, Univertrol were to blame if any
sity, Millberry, yourself, etc.)
blame is to be attached. In
ANSWER: All of this was donein an
particular my immediatepreeffort to upgrade the quality
decessor Mrs. Betty Coleman
of your Food Service. This
of Moffitt Dietary Department
is a continuing one;
procedure
inas
on
an
who acted manager
we constantly seek out new
terim basis prior to my arrivand if possible better products
al, I have found to be a most
for your consumption. Recentcapable and knowledgeable
ly we virtually doubled the
food administrator, and who
size of the hamburger pattie,
given time would have most
without a price raise: We
certainly upgraded the qualhave introduced new items on
ity and performance of the
the fountain, and plan in the
Millberry Food Service Devery near future (if not before
partment.
you read this) to expand not
QUESTIONS: What plans do you
only the menu on the fountain
have for the future? What new
to supplement the Cafeteria
foods, procedures to increase
menu, but to extend the hours
efficiency, etc.?
of operation on thefountainfor
ANSWER: With the start of the
your convenience. We also now
fall quarter or rather shortly
have two Litton Micro Wave
before, myself, together with
ovens which will shortly be
Tom Greeran, my assistant,
operational in the fountain
instituted a program of "Butarea, with their use we hope
cher Testing." This program
to bring to you items and serconsists of a complete analyvice which up to now was not
sis of the meat which is on
possible. You have undoubtedcontract. We weighed it upon
ly noted the physical changes
receipt, trimmed it of all
which have occurred in both
waste, set aside portions of
the traffic pattern and cashthe product which were not
iering stations. More changes
suitable in our evaluation for
are programmed for the very
the purpose for which we innear future and here again
tended this meat to be used;
we hope that they will be to
weighed the meat again when
your the students liking.
ready to be cooked, and again
when finished cooking. All of
I have been asked whatI consider
this procedure convinced us my primary roles are as Food Serit would be better to buy the vice Director. I have only one
best of meats (U.S. Choice), Simple and sincere answer, that is
pay for a Government Grad- this: The student is my primary
ing and Inspection Service, and responsibility. What I can do to
have the meat prepared in serve him not only as a student,

-
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January

15, the tative to the National Dental ConAlumni of U.C. Dental School held vention added many exciting and
their Annual Scientific Meeting at informative details as to what it is
the Hilton Hotel. Dental and Hy- to present a clinic. He offers figiene students from this campus nancial support from the Associaadmirably presented four table ted Dental Students for others who
seek this type of project. Dr.
clinics.
EFFECTS OF A VACUUM ON Hyman, an active member of the
THE ADAPTION OF A WAX PAT- California Dental Association, and
TERN TO THE DIE, by John P. table clinic advocate, further exSchmidt, advisor Stanley F. Lor- presses interest in potential table
clinic members on campus. Dr.
enchi. D.D.S.
CENTRIC SOUNDS, by Albert O. Hyman hopes soon to develop table
Landucci, advisor, Robert Bri- clinic competition which would
provide awards for superior clingante, D.D.S.
TRAUMA FROM ORAL PRO- ics at the U.C. DentalAlumni meetPHYLAXIS, by Senior Hygienists, ing. The winners would continue to
advisor, Dental Hygiene Depart- compete at the StateDental Convention for an expense paid trip with
ment.
SERVICE
DENTAL HEALTH
IN his clinic to the National MeetTHE COMMUNITY, by Senior Hy- ing.
Dr. Pavone, Dr. Gagnier, Dr.
gienists, Advisor, Dental Hygiene
Cheney, Dr. hyman, and Mr. LanDepartment.
Table clinics again became a ducci, along with several U.C. Dentopic of conversation following a tal School faculty hope to generate
January 17th evening event where a growing interest in presenting
interested persons saw a film table clinics. A committee has been
and listened to five distinguished formed for this purpose. Repreand enthusiastic speakers. Dr. sentatives to this committee come
Benjamin Pavone explained the from each dentaland hygiene class.
DENTAL STUDENTS
many benefits of presenting table
Senior —Al Landucci
clirics in and beyond dental schoolexpedience and travel. He offered
Junior —Art Kobal
Sophomore —Jim Poco
partial financial support from the
Freshman —Mario Pedroza
Dean's Office. Dr. Gagnierj West
Hygiene Senior
Coast Representative for Student
Susan McLearan
Table Clinics and Dr. Len Cheney,
Junior
Hygiene
Mary Scott
clinic
representative
the 1962 table
FACULTY ADVISORS
to the National Dental Convention
Dr. Ronald Nicholson
spoke to the group about their exDr. Davis L. Ralston
periences with tableclinics. These
were brought closer to home by Al
Dr. Vern M. Tueller
These people are to be conLanducci, president of the Associated Dental Students on this tacted by interested dental and
campus. Al, last year's represen- dental hygiene students.
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concern. All others andotherfunctions are secondary in importance.
1 feel that the student is not, and
should not be thought of as a
as a
captive clientele
group which has freedom of choice
to accept or reject that which is
offered. It is my hope and my goal
to make Millberry Food Service
an attractive and appealing place
for you to relax in and to enjoy
your few moments of respite from
your daily grind.

We offer modern 1967 Professional Financial Guidance.
Help you arrange for both secured and unsecured loans
so necessary for debt consolidation, cash flow, new
equipment, taxes, insurance, real estate investments,
stock and bond investment, etc., at low professional
interest rates.

PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS TO PROFESSIONAL
PROBLEMS • PERSONAL LOANS TO 50,000

.

REAL ESTATE NO LIMIT
-NO NEW INSURANCE REQUIRED

COMPREHENSIVE PROFESSIONAL
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From page 1

gan banks will not be possible until
the problems associated with
freezing and thawing have been
overcome. But for transplantation
of such organs as heart, liver,
and lungs even a period of 72
hours is onf the utmost importance. Transplantation of these
organs requires more time for
surgical preparation of the patient
who is the recipient. While this
procedure is in process, the organ
is nurtured on the pump, thereby
lessening damage to the transplant

organ.
A donor organ kept on the pump
also eliminates the problem of
simultaneous surgery and the need
for at least two surgical teams
for transplantation.
At the University of California
San Francisco Medical Center, Dr.
Belzer and his associates have
performed transplantation with a
cadaver kidney that was maintained on the perfusion pump for seventeen hours before implanting it into
the recipient. The procedure was
successful.
Currently, revisions are being
made on the. pump to make it portable so that it can be moved
from one hospital to another easily and quickly. ThiS'will enable
the surgical team to keep the kidney perfused with a minimum of
time lapse after removal from
the donor.
Thi; work is supported in part
by the National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases of
the N.I.H.
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and

recreation

Sauna Bath
Nears Completion

MEDICS Shooting For First
By Jeffrey Caren

Installation of a Sauna Bath in
Millberry Union is expected to be
completed during the month of
January. Construction is now underway in the drying area of the
men's Locker Room. A special

No one quite knows where the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
Amateur Athletic Association feud began, but it certainly has ended here at the UC
Medical Center.
Ineligible for even Small College
WCAA Basketball (and probably
not up to it) UCMC still fields a

—

Sauna towel will be furnished for
bathers, and a usage fee of 50£
per person will be charged.
The use of the Sauna is restricted to male students temporarily until liberalizationof University Policy takes place.

hard court team.
The West Bay Bears compete
in a six team league in the Pacific Division of the AAU. It boasts
such notorious quintets as the
Mike Salta Pontiacs, the Bay Area
Catering 'Cream puffs" and the
Kaiser Missiles.
But names are deceptive in this
league which also includes the

UCMC Slenderize
Machine For Girls
An attractive piece of exercise
equipment awaits the female student of this campus who really
cares about keeping curves where
they count.
Specific exercises to reduce or
increase the calf, thigh, hips,
waist, or chest may be performed

THE STANDINGS
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
A.A.(J. BASKETBALL
WINS

Kaiser Missiles
9
University of California Medical
8
Center
VFW 15th District
4
Bay Area Cater-

3

4

6

1

-

ing

on this machine with comfort and
ease. The slenderizing machine is
located in the exercise room of
the Millberry Union.
;
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San Francisco
Ear & Eye Hos-

keley where he is expected to play
next season. The towering 610"
sophomore is a transfer and ineligible this year for NCAA competition.

And don't think that Mike Salta's squad are a bunch of used
3
5
pital
car salesmen. In most cases the
Mike Salta
name is the only connection the
8
Pontiac
1
players have with the sponsor
who provides the uniforms. One
Veterans of Foreign Wars (15th player joked that, "the only vet-,
District) and San Francisco Ear erans on the VFW team are those
and Eye Hospital. A majority of who saw their action on a picket
the starters are ex collegiate line.
The league averages three A.B.
cagers like USF's Mark Jamlason
and BYU's Bob Loveday, who play bearing staters a team; however,
the medics draw entirely from
for Kaiser.
Loveday is on his way to Ber- college ranks. It won't take an
elephant to remember names like
Don and Doug Clemetson and Jack
Gilbert on Stanford rosters. Jim
Smith and his brother Steve both
played for California, BobQuinney
at BYU, and Brian Kniff for UCLA
when the Bruins were knocked out
of the NCAA tournament in the
semi-finals in the "early '6(fs."

-

"Most of us are too busy to
practice," explained the younger
Smith, a first year medical student. "We don't have any plays.
We usually work out something at
the game, but mostly play "rat"

ball.
That probably accounts for the
high pro-like scoring; UCMC has
averaged 105 points per game in
its first 13 contests. Jim Smith
is the team leader with 327 points
and a 25.2 point per game average. Steve follows with 245 in 12
games, shooting 49.5% from the
floor.
UCMC has been hitting a respectable 46.9% and 77.2% at the
free throw line.
Starting forward Kniff (6'4")is
hitting 45.8% for 144 points, while
center Gilbert has picked up 92

points in nine outings. He has a
47.0 shooting per centage.
Doug Clemetson rounds out the
starting five at guard. He is scoring on 44.3% and has 148 points.
Everyone gets to play," said

i

Custom

444 BARBER SHOP

coach Al Kerr, who doubles as
Athletic Director for Millberry
Union and league manager. "Without a lot of time to practice, the
guys aren't in the greatest shape. £
We run a. lot of guys into the :•:•
X
game," Kerr continued.
Kerr has been know.i to fill in
himself at guard.
But how does a non-practicing
664-6995
team do against organized teams
like the California JV's or Hamilton Air Force Base?
"It doesn't give us much
trouble," said Smith. "Most of
us are used to playing organized
ball, so we can handle it. It's
more difficult for the other teams
when they step out of the lea-

«

LOCATED AT

444 Judah Street

up first place last week to Kaiser,
95-93. The Missiles left the game
9-1; UCMC is eight and three.
Bay Area Catering and VFW
are tied for third, followed by
San Francisco Ear and Eye, while
Mike Salta has moved Pontiac
headquarters into the cellar.
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In league play, the Medics gave
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JOURNALISM '67
peting newspapers insure that a
larger variety of opinions will be
heard, thereby increasing the
quantity and quality of the centers
of influence, and contributing,
thereby, to the pluralistic context.
It is for this reason that I regret
the passing of many of the papers
which once abounded in America,

probably changed the course of
history.
William F. Buckley Jr. relates
the whole sad story in an essay
aptly entitle "Herbert Matthews
and Fidel Castro: I got my job
through The NEW YORK TIMES."
Moreover, Buckley relates atragicomic and little-known sequel to
Mr. Matthew's activities: "Sowell
How has this decline come about? known is he (Matthews) as a doyen
For example, the World-Journal- of Utopian activists that when in
Tribune expired May 5,1967, at the June of 1959 a Nicaraguan rebel
tender age of 8 months. This paper launched a revolt, he wired the
had a daily circulation of 700,000 news of it direct to Herbert Matpeople, but yet was losing $700,000 thews at THE NEW YORK TlMESa month. If I have time to do the much as, a few years ago, a debresearch, I will write on this sub- utante on the -make might have
wired the news of her engagement
ject in the future.
to Walter Winchell." In August of
last year Mr. Matthews mercifully

From page 12

ment is at least interesting, as
the admirers of such as the late
Lucius Beebe will attest. Mr.
Beebe, author of some of the most
tendentious (but explicitly sol) and
eloquent columns ever to appear in

the SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE,
was until his death last year the
bete noir of twentieth century man
and his foibles. Latter day journalists should, at least, take to
heart a bit of Beebe's philosophy
to heart: "If anything is worth
doing, it is worth doing in style.
And on your own terms and nobody's God damned else's. I like
people who never give a passing
thought to public opinion or the suffrage of society, not who deliberately antagonize it, but simply
are unaware that it exists. I'd like
my obit to say: 'Everything he did
retired.
And there you have it. Aside was made to measure. He never
from the single fact that its shape got an idea off the rack."
is essentially sad, I hesitate to
generalize about the state of American journalism. When you come
across as many ludicrous and inane excuses for newspaper writing as I have, you cannot help
but reach this conclusion, and my
files are fat with many more
examples similar to the ones I
have related. The recent best?seller CAPABLE OF HONOR, by
Allen Drury, is a fictitious but
realistic account of the state of the
journalistic art, and I recommend

-

The Saga of
Herbert Mathews

:

In 1957, when Fidel Castro was
still ensconced in the Sierra Maestra, he was visited by one Herb
Mathews, foreign correspondent
for the N.Y. TIMES. In no time at
all, glowing reports about Fidel
Castro, the great freedom-loving
democrat and savior of the people
were appearing in the TIMES. In
contrast. Ambassador to Cuba Mr.
Earl E.T. Smith, was regularly
sending information to the Department ofState inWashington regarding Castro's background.
That the U.S. State Department
chose to believe the enthusiastic
Herb Mathews in preference to its
own ambassador is now history.
The tragedy is, however, that the
effusions of the Times enjoyed a
virtual monopoly regarding the
status of Cuban politics and Fidel
Castro. In this way, one newsman
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CREDIT UNION NO. 2
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CONSUMER FINANCING WITH CREDIT UNION LOANS.

COMPARE THE RATES

STELLING

AS MUCH AS 60% LESS THAN MOST LOAN COMPANIES
1% per month

MARKET
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per month

REVOLVING CREDIT PLANS
AS MUCH AS 33/3% LESS THAN MOST
>'/]%
1% per month

per month
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AS MUCH AS 25% LESS THAN MOST BANK PERSONAL LOANS

sth AYE. & IRVING

$6.50 per $100.00 per year vt $8.00 per $100.00 per year

FREE DELIVERY

HOURS 7 AM to 10PM
INCLUDING SUNDAY

*P

op
au
U.C. MEDICAL CENTER
including non paid teaching staff

• TOYS • PABCO PAINT GLASS
PLUMBING SUPPLIES

NORMAN SOMBERG

Non-credentialled training courses for aides, technicians and
LPNs, A,A. level Junior Colleges, non-degree and degree Nursing
School, pre-professional baccalaureate programs and graduate
programs in psychology, social work, etc. Co-existing and frequently dominated by, Colleges of Medicine must be professionally
integrated. Our goal must be the abolicine and subsequent creation of an integrated University of Health Sciences and Services
in which Medicine will co-exist as a graduate department with
other health professions.
X. A socially equitable and effective program of health careers development will require the assignment of a significant
amount of our national resources. This aspect of the war against
human misery, pain and waste cannot be conceived as a national
option of "privilege"
but rather a national imperative requiring
full federal funding and national standards to assure an increased
supply of skilled, responsible and comitted health workers.

characteristics I have already said
are important. Critical and skeptical reporting, if not exactly acceptable to the reigning establish-

PROGRESS HOMEWARE
|

can decrease the alienation between community and profession and
among the professions themselves.
However, as long as health workers are educated in separate ana
discontinuous educational institutions, without community base,
fragmentation of function and class and guild rigidities will continue.
The establishment of community based health colleges, offering a
continuum of cumulative educational opportunities in which all health
professionals can pursue common educational goals as well as
specialized and graduate training in a necessity to develop a health
care system staffed by committed and truly professionally, socially
and economically integrated health teams.

Not the least of my personal
reasons for writing for SYNAPSE
is that I hope to add a critical
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Smith & Falkenstein
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San Francisco 17

Phone OVerland 1 -5800
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Tijuana Christmas Present:
PROJECT CONCERN
By Phyllis Long

"Abra grande, coler?, escupe"
(Open wide, pain?, spit out). these
three words, a very limited supply
of donated dental materials, and
a great deal of inventiveness were
the main instruments employed by
nine dental students and a dental hygiene student this Christmas
vacation as they forged down to
Tijuana, Mexico, to help the underprivileged families of Tijuana.
Working at the Casa dc Todos
clinics, the students served as
representatives of Project Concern.
Project Concern is an independent medical relief organization
that was established six years ago
by Dr. James Turpin of Coronado,
California. Being of no government
or

religious

affiliation. Project

Concern maintains itself through
money raising projects. A campus committee for Project Concern, headed by junior dental student, Don Kavanaugh, and supervised by Dr. Carlyn Halde, has recently been established at UCMC.
The week preceeding Christmas, students Don Kavanaugh and
Phyllis Long visited the Casa to
determine who needed the most

immediate care. The children were
then reappointed for the following
week at which time the remaining
dental students came down to the
Casa.
The main clinic consisted of one
dental chair, a complete dental unit
with low speed drill and occas-

ionally running water. A second
unit was improvised after Don
obtained a chair from Project
Concern headquarters in San Diego. The chair was placed in the
Casa'a 8' x 8' hematology lab
which was just off from the janitor's bedroom. These two rooms,
along with one other, comprised

the Casa dc Todo's Administration building.
The main type of work done included placing amalgam restorations and extractions. As the two
chairs set up were being used for
operative work, it became necessary to find another chair for

extractions. Thus came into existence our oral surgery room, or

what we affectionately termed"the
Bodega

Room."

The Bodega Room was a tiny
6' x 8* cubicle which was exactly
, "the
what its name implies
Trash Room." It was a dusty,
old storage room filled with boxes, book shelves and various other
sundry items. However, with the
aid of a broom, an 1890 vintage
barber chair, an old stage light,
two broken T.V. sets for bracket
table and foot rest, and a one
gallon pickle relish jar for a
cuspidor, the third operatory opened its doors to the public. As can

..

be imagined, aseptic technique was

minimal although alcohol was
available for the instruments.
The students worked at the Casa'
dc Todos for three and a half days
and we estimate that about fifty
patients received treatment during
this time. Basically, the program
was initiated for the children who
attended the escuela and clinics
at the Casa. However, as patients
would fail to keep their appointments, a waiting adult had the opportunity for dental treatment.
By the second and third days
the people's response was so en-

thusiastic that waiting lines of
folks of all ages formed in the
dusty waiting yard.

In reflection, the experience at
the Casa was a rare one indeed.
It taxed the student's resourcefulness and, most certainly, his adaptability. The opportunity to provide service where it is needed
so badly was both gratifying and

rewarding, especially since the
people were so very appreciative
and cooperative.

Plans are being made to return
this summer so that the clinics
may remain open for a longer
period of time. Hopefully, two
more working dental units will be
available at that time. Any students
interested in participating in the
summer project are urged to contact either Don Kavanaugh or Dr.
Carlyn Halde. Not only is it an
excellent practical experience for
the student, but the nature and circumstances of the services being
performed bring intoharsh realtiry
the responsibilities of those who
have chosen a health science profession for their career.

Dale Steele stands in the "Bodega Room,"
the make-shift oral surgery operatory.

VOLUNTEER
TUTORS

Ken Akahoshi works on a Mexican child as Chuck Wear ob-

serves.

Over 30 students from Polytechnic High School are now being
tutored by Medical Center students
and employees, but the unmet demand for tutors remains high.
Polytechnic will soon begin a
new semester, so this seems a particularly good time to volunteer
for the Tutorial Program. Tutors
are asked to see their students at
least once a week, and space on
campus can be arranged for the
tutorial sessions.
Additional information and applications are available in the
Office of the Dean of Students,
Project Concern is headed at the Medical Center by Don KaRoom 66-U, (ext. 1063).
vanaugh (far left) and Dr. Carolyn Halde, Ph.D. (far right).

